
How to Stop Time: A Novel

Author: Matt Haig

THE SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER

WINNER OF THE 2017 BOOKS ARE MY BAG READERS AWARD FOR POPULAR FICTION

Tom Hazard has a dangerous secret. He may look like an ordinary 41-year-old, but owing to a rare condition, he's been alive for centuries. From Elizabethan

England to Jazz-Age Paris, from New York to the South Seas, Tom has seen a lot, and now craves an ordinary life.

Always changing his identity to stay alive, Tom has the perfect cover - working as a history teacher at a London comprehensive. Here he can teach the kids about

wars and witch hunts as if he'd never witnessed them first-hand. He can try to tame the past that is fast catching up with him. The only thing Tom must not do is

fall in love.

Reclaimed (Shadow Beast Shifters Book 2)

Author: Jaymin Eve

#1 in the entire kindle store!

They all made a terrible mistake. One they will pay for.

For the past ten years I’ve been a victim. A victim to my pack. A victim to my true mate, who rejected me in the most brutal of ways. And a victim to Shadow

Beast, who used me for his own gains.

Or did he?

The beast of mystery never reveals his whole hand, but one thing is for sure… in my time with him, I've changed. Now I will no longer walk the path dictated by

the powerful men in my life. Never again will I let my strength be taken from me.

I must evolve or die.

And we all know, with a choice like that, there’s really only one answer.

* Reclaimed is book 2 of 3 in the Shadow Beast Shifters series, and ends on a cliffhanger. If you like sexy, dark paranormal romances, with humor, steam, action,

a tough heroine and an antihero, this is for you.

It's full length (100k) words and is recommended for 18+ due to language and sexual situations.

Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone

Author: J.K. Rowling

Turning the envelope over, his hand trembling, Harry saw a purple wax seal bearing a coat of arms; a lion, an eagle, a badger and a snake surrounding a large

letter 'H'.

Harry Potter has never even heard of Hogwarts when the letters start dropping on the doormat at number four, Privet Drive. Addressed in green ink on yellowish

parchment with a purple seal, they are swiftly confiscated by his grisly aunt and uncle. Then, on Harry's eleventh birthday, a great beetle-eyed giant of a man

called Rubeus Hagrid bursts in with some astonishing news: Harry Potter is a wizard, and he has a place at Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry. An

incredible adventure is about to begin!

Rejected (Shadow Beast Shifters Book 1)

Author: Jaymin Eve

#1 in the entire Kindle Store. 

 

A new paranormal romance from Wall Street Journal and USA Today bestseller Jaymin Eve. 

 

My father made a terrible mistake. One I’m left paying for. 

 

As a wolf shifter growing up in a strong pack, I should be living my best life. But after my father tried to kill our leader, I’m labelled an outcast, traitor, less than dirt. 

 

When I can't take pack life any longer, I run, but apparently they don't like losing their punching bag. Torin, the leader’s son, drags me back before my first shift...



a shift that will reveal my true mate. I never could have predicted who mine would be, but the moment my wolf looks upon him, I’m filled with hope for a brighter

future. 

 

Afterall, no one ever rejects their true mate, right? 

 

Wrong. Very wrong. 

 

When the wolves attack, my soul screams for vengeance, and somehow I touch the shadow world. Somehow I bring him to our lands. 

 

The Shadow Beast. Our shifter god. The devil himself. 

 

Turns out being rejected by my mate was only the beginning. 

 

*If you like sexy, dark paranormal romances, with humor, steam, action, a tough heroine and an antihero, this is for you. 

Rejected is full length (100k) words, is book one in Shadow Beast Shifters series, and ends on a cliffhanger. It's recommended for 18+ due to language and

sexual situations.

The Midnight Library: A Novel

Author: Matt Haig

"A feel-good book guaranteed to lift your spirits."—The Washington Post 

A New York Times bestseller | Winner of the Goodreads Choice Award for Fiction | A Good Morning America Book Club Pick!

"Between life and death there is a library, and within that library, the shelves go on forever. Every book provides a chance to try another life you could

have lived. To see how things would be if you had made other choices . . . Would you have done anything different, if you had the chance to undo

your regrets?" 

A dazzling novel about all the choices that go into a life well lived, from the internationally bestselling author of Reasons to Stay Alive and How To

Stop Time.

Somewhere out beyond the edge of the universe there is a library that contains an infinite number of books, each one the story of another reality. One tells the

story of your life as it is, along with another book for the other life you could have lived if you had made a different choice at any point in your life. While we all

wonder how our lives might have been, what if you had the chance to go to the library and see for yourself? Would any of these other lives truly be better?

In The Midnight Library, Matt Haig's enchanting new novel, Nora Seed finds herself faced with this decision. Faced with the possibility of changing her life for a

new one, following a different career, undoing old breakups, realizing her dreams of becoming a glaciologist; she must search within herself as she travels

through the Midnight Library to decide what is truly fulfilling in life, and what makes it worth living in the first place.

To The Center Of The Earth

Author: Greig Beck

An old woman locked away in a Russian asylum has a secret—knowledge of a 500-year-old manuscript written by a long-dead alchemist that will show a

passage to the mythical center of the Earth.

She knows it’s real because 50 years ago, she and a team traveled there. And only she made it back.

Today, caving specialist Mike Monroe leads a crew into the world’s deepest cave in the former Soviet Union. He’s following the path of a mad woman, and the

words of an ancient Russian alchemist, that were the basis of the fantastical tale by Jules Verne.

But what horrifying things he finds will tear at his sanity and change everything we know about evolution and the world, forever.

In the tradition of Primordia, Greig Beck delivers another epic retelling of a classic story in an electrifying and terrifying adventure that transcends the imagination.

“Down there, beyond the deepest caves, below the crust and the mantle, there is another world.”

Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets

Author: J.K. Rowling

'There is a plot, Harry Potter. A plot to make most terrible things happen at Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry this year.' 



Harry Potter's summer has included the worst birthday ever, doomy warnings from a house-elf called Dobby, and rescue from the Dursleys by his friend Ron

Weasley in a magical flying car! Back at Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry for his second year, Harry hears strange whispers echo through empty

corridors - and then the attacks start. Students are found as though turned to stone... Dobby's sinister predictions seem to be coming true.

The Invisible Life of Addie LaRue

Author: V. E. Schwab

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER

USA TODAY BESTSELLER

NATIONAL INDIE BESTSELLER

THE WASHINGTON POST BESTSELLER

Recommended by Entertainment Weekly, Real Simple, NPR, Slate, and Oprah Magazine

#1 Library Reads Pick—October 2020

#1 Indie Next Pick—October 2020

BOOK OF THE YEAR (2020) FINALIST—Book of The Month Club

A “Best Of” Book From: Oprah Mag * CNN * Amazon * Amazon Editors * NPR * Goodreads * Bustle * PopSugar * BuzzFeed * Barnes & Noble * Kirkus

Reviews * Lambda Literary * Nerdette * The Nerd Daily * Polygon * Library Reads * io9 * Smart Bitches Trashy Books * LiteraryHub * Medium *

BookBub * The Mary Sue * Chicago Tribune * NY Daily News * SyFy Wire * Powells.com * Bookish * Book Riot * Library Reads Voter Favorite *

In the vein of The Time Traveler’s Wife and Life After Life, The Invisible Life of Addie LaRue is New York Times bestselling author V. E. Schwab’s

genre-defying tour de force.

A Life No One Will Remember. A Story You Will Never Forget.

France, 1714: in a moment of desperation, a young woman makes a Faustian bargain to live forever—and is cursed to be forgotten by everyone she meets.

Thus begins the extraordinary life of Addie LaRue, and a dazzling adventure that will play out across centuries and continents, across history and art, as a young

woman learns how far she will go to leave her mark on the world.

But everything changes when, after nearly 300 years, Addie stumbles across a young man in a hidden bookstore and he remembers her name.

At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

A Touch of Darkness (Hades X Persephone Book 1)

Author: Scarlett St. Clair

A Modern Hades and Persephone Retelling

If you are looking for a delightful modern twist on a classic story, read this book. I dare you to put it down. - Kate, Amazon Reviewer

I couldn't read it fast enough and i can't wait for the next installment! I ran through the entire gambit of emotions reading it! So sexy! - Crystal, Amazon Reviewer

I absolutely recommend this to any greek mythology fans and especially fans of the web comic Lore Olympus. Not only fans but anyone loving a good

supernatural romance. It's a read that is well worth it. - Doc Harley, Amazon Reviewer

Persephone is the Goddess of Spring by title only. The truth is, since she was a little girl, flowers have shriveled at her touch. After moving to New Athens, she

hopes to lead an unassuming life disguised as a mortal journalist.

Hades, God of the Dead, has built a gambling empire in the mortal world and his favorite bets are rumored to be impossible.

After a chance encounter with Hades, Persephone finds herself in a contract with the God of the Dead and the terms are impossible: Persephone must create life

in the Underworld or lose her freedom forever.

The bet does more than expose Persephone’s failure as a goddess, however. As she struggles to sow the seeds of her freedom, love for the God of the Dead

grows—and it’s forbidden.

Night Broken (Mercy Thompson Book 8)



Author: Patricia Briggs

#1 New York Times bestselling author Patricia Briggs’s Mercy Thompson series has been hailed as “one of the best” (Library Journal). Now Mercy

must deal with an unwanted guest—one that brings a danger unlike anything she’s ever known.

When her mate’s ex-wife storms back into their lives, Mercy knows something isn’t right. Christy has the furthest thing from good intentions—she wants Adam

back, and she’s willing to do whatever it takes to get him, including turning the pack against Mercy.

Mercy isn’t about to step down without a fight, but there’s a more dangerous threat circling. As the bodies start piling up, she must put her personal troubles aside

to face a creature with the power to tear her whole world apart.

Allure of the Vampire King: A paranormal romance (Blood Fire Saga Book 1)

Author: Bella Klaus

He Broke My Heart… Now He’s Returned For My Blood.

I’m no one—just a magic-less woman who fled the supernatural world after being dumped and humiliated by the most powerful vampire in Britain.

He made me a laughing stock , a cautionary tale. I had no choice but to leave.

That was a long time ago. I got over the betrayal. Now, I’m on the mend.

But when an assassin tracks me down to London, claiming that a deadly power thrums beneath my veins, only one person is strong enough to save my hide:

Valentine Sargon—the Vampire King who stole my virginity and broke my heart.

He’ll help, but only if I move into a safe house. With him.

Valentine is as handsome as the devil, silver-tongued and seductive as sin. I don’t trust him or the way he hungers for my blood. But I’ve run out of choices and

can’t refuse.

He’s going to protect me from the assassins, but who’s going to protect me from him?

If you like enemies-to-lovers paranormal romances with adventure, conflict, and steam, you’ll love Allure of the Vampire King.

Berlin Wild: A Novel of World War II

Author: Elly Welt

"One of the best I've ever read." —Chicago Tribune

"Extraordinary power . . . Comic . . .Tragic . . . A spellbinder."  —The Washington Post

"Earns four stars . . . A wonderful book . . . Read it, by all means, and give it to a friend." —San Francisco Chronicle

"This novel hooks the reader on the first page and does not let go." —USA Today

"Pain and laughter . . . The author had the genius to allow comedy to dominate this powerful story of struggle." —The Washington Book Review

Dr. Josef Bernhardt, an anesthesiologist on the faculty of medicine at the University of Iowa, has tried his whole life to shut out the events of his youth in Berlin

during the 1940s, but one incident in his operating room pulls him right back…

It’s 1943, and sixteen-year-old Josef has been invited to leave his family and take up residence at the Wilhelm Institute of Berlin. Half-Jewish, he is unable to

attend his high school due to Nazi laws, but as a mathematical genius, he has gained access to an opportunity that will assumedly spare and support him and

eight other “special cases.”

Though Josef is unable to forget about the war and the unknown fate of his family for the two years the Institute offers him sanity and safety, he and the others

manage to discover friendship, love, and generosity within and between each other. They work side by side, under the direction of Professor Avilov (The Chief),

on genetic experiments and nuclear research—quietly attempting to sabotage the war that is funding their work. Each day for two years, Josef fears that the

dreamlike opportunity he has been dropped into might shatter, and that the nightmare of the genocide and war outside will infiltrate his safe haven.

Berlin Wild is based on an astonishingly true story of survival.

Zone One: A Novel



Author: Colson Whitehead

From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of The Underground Railroad

A pandemic has devastated the planet, sorting humanity into two types: the uninfected and the infected, the living and the living dead. After the worst of the

plague is over, armed forces stationed in Chinatown’s Fort Wonton have successfully reclaimed the island south of Canal Street—aka Zone One. Mark Spitz is a

member of one of the three-person civilian sweeper units tasked with clearing lower Manhattan of the remaining feral zombies. Zone One unfolds over three

surreal days in which Spitz is occupied with the mundane mission of straggler removal, the rigors of Post-Apocalyptic Stress Disorder (PASD), and the impossible

task of coming to terms with a fallen world. And then things start to go terribly wrong…

At once a chilling horror story and a literary novel by a contemporary master, Zone One is a dazzling portrait of modern civilization in all its wretched, shambling

glory.

A Court of Silver Flames (A Court of Thorns and Roses Book 5)

Author: Sarah J. Maas

Sarah J. Maas's sexy, richly imagined series continues with the journey of Feyre's fiery sister, Nesta.

Nesta Archeron has always been prickly-proud, swift to anger, and slow to forgive. And ever since being forced into the Cauldron and becoming High Fae against

her will, she's struggled to find a place for herself within the strange, deadly world she inhabits. Worse, she can't seem to move past the horrors of the war with

Hybern and all she lost in it.

The one person who ignites her temper more than any other is Cassian, the battle-scarred warrior whose position in Rhysand and Feyre's Night Court keeps him

constantly in Nesta's orbit. But her temper isn't the only thing Cassian ignites. The fire between them is undeniable, and only burns hotter as they are forced into

close quarters with each other.

Meanwhile, the treacherous human queens who returned to the Continent during the last war have forged a dangerous new alliance, threatening the fragile peace

that has settled over the realms. And the key to halting them might very well rely on Cassian and Nesta facing their haunting pasts.

Against the sweeping backdrop of a world seared by war and plagued with uncertainty, Nesta and Cassian battle monsters from within and without as they search

for acceptance-and healing-in each other's arms.

Outcast Starship: The Complete Series (Books 1-9)

Author: Joshua James

"Like Buck Rogers on steroids!"

INCLUDES A PREVIEW OF THE STARS DARK SERIES!

Over 2,000 pages of nonstop action! Two decades after he was banished from his homeworld for a disaster that still haunts him, Eli Bryce and his crew of

unrepentant troublemakers struggle to survive on the edges of the galaxy.

But when they rescue a near-dead castaway with an impossible secret, everything changes.

Soon, the greatest conspiracy in the galaxy is unfolding around them and they have no choice but to fight.

But what can one ship full of outcasts do to save Earth and the rest of the galaxy from annihilation?

More than anyone could imagine.

Includes all 9 books in the Outcast Starship series:

• Annihilation

• Vengeance

• Deception

• Damnation

• Onslaught



• Infliction

• Reckoning

• Invasion

• Salvation

Five star reviews for Annihilation, book 1 in the series:

★★★★★ "Cover to cover action ... I couldn’t put it down until I finished the story!"

★★★★★ "How refreshing it is to finally find a series of books that remembers what sci-fi is all about."

★★★★★ "Rollicking space opera! Tom Corbett Space Cadet meets Hitchhiker with a big dash of Firefly."

★★★★★ "If you like non-stop action then you'll love this book!"

★★★★★ "This book reminds me of the first scifi books of my youth. Action from the first page to the last!"

★★★★★ "Never read books where I couldn't take time to breathe! Wow! Talk about action!"

Big Bad Wolf (The Lycans, 1)

Author: Jenika Snow

• *An Amazon top 50 bestseller, and #1 bestseller in Paranormal Erotica.*

Mikalina 

It was spur of the moment, maybe reckless, definitely a shock to everyone I knew when I decided to take a trip across the ocean to a foreign country and stay for 

an undetermined amount of time.   

 

Renting out a cottage in a tiny European village whose residents barely spoke English was the perfect escape from overbearing parents, fake friends, and a 

future that seemed bleak. And helping out an elderly woman with her shopping to earn some extra cash seemed easy enough. 

 

Mindless, hour-long walks through the thick woods that surrounded said village also sounded ideal. No Internet. No television. And just the bare basics to get me 

by. 

 

Perfection. Stress-free. Exactly what I needed. 

 

Or maybe I was wrong about it all. 

 

I felt someone or something watching me from the darkened, dangerous woods. 

 

I felt someone--something--stalking me. I didn't know what or who it was, but I knew with certainty it wasn't human... and that it wanted me. 

 

 

Ren 

 

I wasn't human, not completely. 

 

A Lycan--a centuries-old wolf-like creature that was feared by all, stronger than anything on the planet, and who was only ever after one thing. 

 

My mate. 

 

For over three hundred years, I had one purpose in life. Find her, the one female born to be mine. My female who'd cause the Linking Instinct--that supernatural 

connection that told me she was mine and I hers--to finally take root and make me whole. 

 

And for hundreds of years, I'd been alone, saving myself for my mate, never stopping the search. 

 

Until I scented her, saw her, finally felt my heart beat and the blood rush through my veins with hope and anticipation. 

 

Mine. 

 

She didn't see me, but she sensed me. And she ran. She couldn't possibly know how much the chase turned me on. 

 

I didn't know how I'd make her understand I could never let her go, that nothing and no one would stop me from making her mine. 



Because once a Lycan found his mate... nothing in this world, nothing supernatural or human, could keep him from her.

Savage: Nate Temple Series Book 15

Author: Shayne Silvers

Boys want attention. Men want respect. Legends just don’t care…

Nate Temple is finally taking some time off to appreciate the finer things in life…like his new Valkyrie, Kára. But their weeks of romance come to a swift end and

lethal end when assassins invade the sanctity of Chateau Falco.

Not only that, but Nate finds himself neck-deep in politics when he is framed for murdering one of the most notorious Academy Justices to ever walk the Earth,

and the legendary suits of magical armor belonging to Camelot are suddenly up for grabs.

New faces—both good and bad—step into the game, and Nate soon finds himself at the center of a vortex of chaos leading to war in Camelot with the Fae

Queens, on Earth with the Academy wizards, and potentially in Asgard with the Norse pantheon.

The more chaotic things get, the more certain Nate becomes that the Masters are finally starting to make their moves out in the open, no longer content to hide in

the shadows. They want to force Nate to act…

And they might not live to regret his decision to agree.

Because only a savage beast of a man could believe that personally kicking off the wars—all at the same time—is the safest course of action. Will he reconsider

the wisdom of that decision when it finally brings him face-to-face with one of the Masters—the very person behind all the chaos in the first place?

Especially when he learns that this chaos is only the opening move in their grand game of death, and that his foe has been practicing for many, many years for

this precise moment. The chance to defeat Nate Temple, once and for all.

Let your plans be dark and impenetrable as night, and when you move, fall like a thunderbolt.—Sun Tzu

If you like Jim Butcher, Kevin Hearne, Steve McHugh, Michael Anderle, Ilona Andrews, Patricia Briggs, Shannon Mayer, or K.F. Breene, you won't be

able to put down the worldwide bestselling Nate Temple Series, or anything else in the Temple Verse.

“Shayne Silvers, Jim Butcher, and Kevin Hearne are easily my favorite Urban Fantasy Authors. In that order.” — Michael Anderle, Amazon Top 25 Bestselling

Author

More than 2m copies downloaded and thousands of five-star reviews. Available in digital, print, and audiobook formats.

What Amazon readers are saying:

★★★★★ ‘His foul-mouthed unicorn murders rainbows!’

★★★★★ ‘Move over Dresden!’

★★★★★ ‘The Temple Verse HAS to be picked up by Netflix soon.’

★★★★★ ‘Silvers could write a grocery list on a dirty napkin and make it an international bestseller.’

★★★★★ ‘I went from crying my eyes out to laughing uncontrollably, repeatedly.’

★★★★★ ‘It’s like the characters walked off the page, joined me at the bar, and bought me a drink.’

★★★★★ ‘I am astounded as to how the author keeps the story fresh and exciting.’

★★★★★ ‘I usually see plot twists a mile away. Shayne has proven me wrong. Every time.’

★★★★★ ‘Best books I’ve read in thirty years.’

★★★★★ ‘His intense actions scenes let you see the fangs and claws, hear the gunshots, feel the magic, and smell the fear.’



★★★★★ ‘Everything you thought you knew about vampires, shifters, dragons, wizards, fairies and gods is flat wrong.’

★★★★★ ‘Publishers who didn’t snap up this series are missing out on a gold mine.’

Silvers has pleasured over two million readers with the Temple Universe. Now it's your turn for a little pleasuring...

Chameleon: Alien Castaways (Intergalactic Dating Agency)

Author: Cara Bristol

When you wish upon a falling star, er, UFO…

Young widow Kevanne Girardi catches sight of a meteorite streaking across the sky and wishes for a good handyman to help make her rundown lavender farm a

big success. Instead, she gets a shapeshifting alien who apparently has never seen a leaky faucet before. But his loving and noble spirit make him just the man to

fix her wounded heart. He hasn’t promised her forever, but a girl can hope, can’t she? Maybe she’ll make another wish…

When his ship tumbles out of the sky and lands on Earth, Chameleon never expects to fall for a human woman. Unfortunately, he can’t stay. He made a mistake

that led to the devastation of an entire planet, and now the survivors are depending on him to get them to safety. He must repair his ship and leave before the

Xeno Consortium finds him and Earth becomes endangered, too. But oh, he wishes he could stay with Kevanne forever…

Can a twist of fate make their wishes come true?

Running with the Pack (Wolfsbane Book 3)

Author: Lola Glass

Never run from your mate.

So there’s a name for what I am.

Ruby Wolf.

And apparently, the rules don’t really apply to us.

For one, we come in pairs. The other half of mine is a douche named Ezra, and he’s convinced that walking around naked is all it will take to talk me into

choosing him. If we don’t mate, I’ll die. Period. End of story.

But I won’t betray Roman like that, so I’m dying slowly and painfully.

Until he goes and signs up for the trials that can make him like me.

The trials no one has survived in more than a hundred years.

Things are pretty much a mess, but that’s not new. I’ve survived worse.

And if I don’t, well, the last few months of happiness were worth everything and more.

If you love books by Leia Stone, Jaymin Eve, or Everly Frost, you’ll devour RUNNING WITH THE PACK.

*This new adult paranormal romance is recommended for mature readers.

Dawn (The Xenogenesis Trilogy Book 1)

Author: Octavia E. Butler

An alien race calls on one woman to revive mankind after Earth’s apocalypse in this science fiction classic from the award-winning author of Parable 

of the Sower.



Lilith Iyapo has just lost her husband and son when atomic fire consumes Earth—the last stage of the planet’s final war. Hundreds of years later Lilith awakes,

deep in the hold of a massive alien spacecraft piloted by the Oankali—who arrived just in time to save humanity from extinction. They have kept Lilith and other

survivors asleep for centuries, as they learned whatever they could about Earth. Now it is time for Lilith to lead them back to her home world, but life among the

Oankali on the newly resettled planet will be nothing like it was before. The Oankali survive by genetically merging with primitive civilizations—whether their new

hosts like it or not. For the first time since the nuclear holocaust, Earth will be inhabited. Grass will grow, animals will run, and people will learn to survive the

planet’s untamed wilderness. But their children will not be human. Not exactly. 

 

Featuring strong and compelling characters and exploring complex themes of gender and species, Octavia E. Butler presents a powerful, postapocalyptic

interplanetary epic, as well as a ray of hope for humanity. This ebook features an illustrated biography of Octavia E. Butler including rare images from the author’s

estate. 

Knight's Ransom (The First Argentines Book 1)

Author: Jeff Wheeler

“Jeff Wheeler has always been one of our more dependable storytellers. Knight’s Ransom adds to his reputation. A fine page-turner.” —Terry Brooks,

New York Times bestselling author.

From Jeff Wheeler, the Wall Street Journal bestselling author of the Kingfountain novels, comes an epic new series of warring kingdoms, deadly

family rivalries, and fearless loyalty.

Uneasy lies the head that wears a crown. A brutal war of succession has plunged the court of Kingfountain into a power struggle between a charitable king who

took the crown unlawfully and his ambitious rival, Devon Argentine. The balance of power between the two men hinges on the fate of a young boy ensnared in

this courtly intrigue. A boy befittingly nicknamed Ransom.

When the Argentine family finally rules, Ransom must make his own way in the world. Opportunities open and shut before him as he journeys along the path to

knighthood, blind to a shadowy conspiracy of jealousy and revenge. Securing his place will not be easy, nor will winning the affection of Lady Claire de Murrow, a

fiery young heiress from an unpredictably mad kingdom.

Ransom interrupts an abduction plot targeting the Queen of Ceredigion and earns a position in service to her son, the firstborn of the new Argentine dynasty. But

conflict and treachery threaten the family, and Ransom must also come to understand and hone his burgeoning powers—abilities that involve more than his

mastery with a blade and that make him as much a target as his lord.

Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban

Author: J.K. Rowling

'Welcome to the Knight Bus, emergency transport for the stranded witch or wizard. Just stick out your wand hand, step on board and we can take you anywhere

you want to go.'

When the Knight Bus crashes through the darkness and screeches to a halt in front of him, it's the start of another far from ordinary year at Hogwarts for Harry

Potter. Sirius Black, escaped mass-murderer and follower of Lord Voldemort, is on the run - and they say he is coming after Harry. In his first ever Divination

class, Professor Trelawney sees an omen of death in Harry's tea leaves... But perhaps most terrifying of all are the Dementors patrolling the school grounds, with

their soul-sucking kiss...

The Turquoise Queen: (Path of the Ranger Book 8)

Author: Pedro Urvi

A great danger has arisen in the north of the realm. Soldiers and Magi cannot defeat it. Will the Snow Panthers be able to? 

 

While Lasgol and his comrades carry out their duties as Rangers, a shadowy danger gathers strength in the Frozen Territories and threatens the kingdom. 

Thoran sends his Ice Magi and his armies to fight against it. 

 

The Snow Panthers are summoned to carry out a risky and complicated mission to obtain an object of power which will help destroy the evil which is on its way 

across the northern mountains to the capital. 

 

This is not the only danger our friends will have to face, since the Dark Rangers and the Zangrians continue to pose an ever-present threat, both to the realm and 

the Panthers. 

Do not miss this next book, rich in adventure, action, thrills and magic. 

 

Will they manage to secure the precious magical object they seek? Will the kingdom survive the evil that's on its way from the north, as well as the Dark Rangers 

and the Zangrians? Will Lasgol and his friends survive? 

 



Don't miss this new and exciting installment in the series! 

 

Enjoy this book with your kids and family. 

 

The adventure begins right now! 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

 

About this series: 

• Genre: Epic fantasy, sword & sorcery, action & adventure, coming of age, fantasy & magic.

• Audience: Middle-grade, teen, young adult, adult.

• Setting: Continent in quasi-medieval times and with magic users.

• Reader age: 8+

• Explicit language: None.

• Completeness: It is a 8 book adventure.

• Similar/influenced by: The Ranger's Apprentice, Lord of the Rings, Harry Potter, Dragonlance...

_____________________________________________________________________

Path of the Ranger Series:

1. The Traitor's Son

2. The King's Secret

3. Mystery in the Tundra

4. Treason in the North

5. The Secret Refuge

6. Path of the Specialist

7. The King of the West 

8. The Turquoise Queen

9. Power Conspiracy

_____________________________________________________________________

A saga that will keep you gripped!

*This series has been written for children and teens. It can also be enjoyed by adults young at heart*

 

Age of Auroras (The Riven Kingdoms Book 4)

Author: Shari L. Tapscott

Temporary peace has settled across Draegan as a new era begins for the cursed kingdom, but the royals know that tranquility is fleeting. In order to fulfill the

magic and save the continent from its imminent destruction, Rhys and Amalia must once again return to Renove and see the rightful king ascend his throne.

The sorrows of yesterday forgotten, Amalia looks forward to crossing the rift one last time to see her family, filled with hope that the impossible task she and Rhys

were charged with will soon be complete.

But the happy reunion doesn’t go as planned. The curse has fully descended on the once-blessed kingdom, and an imposter king wears a stolen crown.

Already, the broken magic begins to tear their world apart, and amidst it, an unavoidable battle looms that will test the royals in ways they never dared imagine.

Filled with love, betrayal, and magic, Age of Auroras is the epic conclusion of The Riven Kingdoms.

Gargoyle Guardian Chronicles Omnibus (Books 1-3)

Author: Rebecca Chastain

Mika believes she’s an ordinary earth elemental, but the gargoyles know better... 

 

LIMITED-TIME BOX SET: Find out for yourself why fantasy fans can’t get enough of this uplifting and fast-paced USA Today bestselling trilogy set in a world 

brimming with elemental magic and mythical creatures. 

 

MAGIC of the GARGOYLES (Book 1) 

 

Mika Stillwater is a midlevel earth elemental with ambitions of becoming a quartz artisan, and her hard work is starting to get noticed. But when a panicked baby 

gargoyle bursts into her studio, insisting Mika is the only person she’ll trust with her desperate mission, Mika’s carefully constructed five-year plan is shattered.



 

Swept into the gritty criminal underworld of Terra Haven, Mika jeopardizes everything she’s work so hard for as she attempts to save the baby gargoyle from the 

machinations of a monster—and to stay alive… 

 

CURSE of the GARGOYLES (Book 2) 

 

Mika Stillwater isn’t known for her skills with combat magic. As a gargoyle healer, she spends her days mending broken appendages and curing illnesses in the 

living-quartz bodies of Terra Haven’s gargoyles. But when a squad of the city’s elite Federal Pentagon Defense warriors requests her assistance in freeing a 

gargoyle ensnared in a vicious invention, Mika jumps into the fray. 

 

No one could have predicted that her involvement would ignite a chain reaction set to destroy the city, the world, and magic itself. 

 

SECRET of the GARGOYLES (Book 3) 

 

In her brief career as a gargoyle healer, Mika Stillwater has faced some daunting challenges, but none have stumped her—until now. A strange sickness infects a 

handful of gargoyles in Terra Haven, rendering them comatose and paralyzed. Worse, the cure she seeks is shrouded in the gargoyles’ mysterious culture and 

the secret they guard with their lives. 

 

Gaining the gargoyles’ trust is only the first step. To save the sick gargoyles, Mika must embark on a perilous mission into the heart of deadly wild magic to a 

place no human has ever survived... 

 

If you’ve ever dreamed of having a magical companion, this series is for you. Start the spellbinding trilogy today! 

 

READER REVIEWS 

 

“The story just grabbed my imagination and would not let go.” ★★★★★ 

 

“The concepts are creative, the characters are real and likeable, and they are clean.” ★★★★★ 

 

“I’ve broken one of my cardinal rules already and given something a 5-star rating. This trilogy is just that good.” ★★★★★ 

 

“Action-packed, magic-infused, emotion-laden and sweetly heartwarming. Beautiful!” ★★★★★ 

 

“Fun for lovers of fantasy. You should read these! They’re wonderful!” ★★★★★ 

 

TERRA HAVEN NOVELS READING ORDER 

 

-GARGOYLE GUARDIAN CHRONICLES- 

Magic of the Gargoyles (Book 1)* 

Curse of the Gargoyles (Book 2)* 

Secret of the Gargoyles (Book 3)* 

Lured (Book 3.5; newsletter exclusive) 

 

*Included in this omnibus 

 

-TERRA HAVEN CHRONICLES- 

Deadlines & Dryads (Book 0.5) 

Leads & Lynxes (Book 1) 

Headlines & Hydras (Book 2) 

 

FORMATS 

Available in ebook and print 

 

AUTHOR BIOGRAPHY 

Rebecca Chastain is the USA Today bestselling author of the Gargoyle Guardian Chronicles fantasy trilogy and the Madison Fox urban fantasy series, among 

other works. Inside her novels, you'll find spellbinding adventures packed with mythological creatures, elemental magic, heartwarming characters (human and 

otherwise), and page-turning action. Rebecca lives in Northern California with her charming husband and rambunctious cats. 

 

She has yet to encounter a baby gargoyle, but that doesn't stop her from looking. 

 

OTHER BOOKS BY REBECCA CHASTAIN 

 

MADISON FOX ADVENTURES (URBAN FANTASY) 

A Fistful of Evil 

A Fistful of Fire 

A Fistful of Flirtation (newsletter exclusive) 

A Fistful of Frost 

Madison Fox Novella Box Set 

 



STANDALONE 

Tiny Glitches

Deadbot (Bob and Nikki Book 14)

Author: Jerry Boyd

Bob and the crew get the Roos to their new home. It’s not what they expected, and they raise a fuss. Andre has fun, until he finds out how the planet got its name.

Then, a Roo explorer finds a whole other set of problems for Bob and the crew. Come along as our heroes try their best to make things come out right.

Dark Light (Ghost Hunters, Book 5) (Harmony)

Author: Jayne Castle

Tabloid reporter Sierra McIntyre wants a scoop when she interviews Ghost Hunter Guild boss John Fontana about the disappearances of retired, homeless

hunters. She doesn’t want to trust the physically and psychically powerful man, but her intuition—and her dust bunny companion—give her the green light. To

uncover the conspiracy within his own organization, Fontana proposes…marriage. And though it’s purely a business arrangement, there’s nothing pure about the

attraction that sizzles between them.

Running from the Wolves (Wolfsbane Book 1)

Author: Lola Glass

Never run from an Alpha.

As the only werewolf immune to the curse forcing my kind to shift every night, I’m a bit of a hot commodity... and not in a good way. 

I went to New York thinking it would be the safest place to hide.

Wrong decision.

The city is home to one of the largest packs in the world. Its leader?

Tall, strong, sexy, and determined that I’m his.

When my scent starts driving unmated men insane, that giant, possessive beast who won’t leave me alone is the only one who can protect me.

One way or another, I'm totally screwed.

If you love books by Leia Stone, Jaymin Eve, or Kelly St Clare, you’ll devour RUNNING FROM THE WOLVES.

*This New Adult read is a full-length novel of 105,000 words, and is recommended for ages 17+ due to language and sexual content.

Shifter Wars: Supernatural Battle (Werewolf Dens Book 1)

Author: Kelly St. Clare

When Mum died, I inherited a lot more than a pack of lies. 

 

I landed a $410,000 debt. 

Discovered her previous surname. 

And her real place of birth. 

 

Desperate to uncover the truth, I drive to a tiny dot on the map called Deception Valley. 

 

Coincidental name? Nope. 

 

There, I find her secret family—because she had one of those too. 



How many lies are we at? Honestly, I’ve lost count, but local gossip captures my attention. Apparently, Mum’s other family play laser tag every Wednesday. Not

even joking. Laser tag. 

 

What the hell is this place? 

 

In hindsight, the massive guy with honey irises was my first major clue. Unusual eyes for a human, right? 

Perfect eyes for a werewolf. 

 

But sexy supernaturals, thongs, and mounting financial strain aside, Mum’s past is buried somewhere in this valley, and I need to dig up the truth or find a way to

live with her lies. 

 

What do you do when neither option will leave you unscathed? 

 

If you can’t get enough of books by Ilona Andrews, K.F. Breene, Patricia Briggs, or anything paranormal romance, then step inside The Dens and get

ready to play for your life. 

A Deal with the Elf King (Married to Magic)

Author: Elise Kova

Perfect for fans of A Court of Thorns and Roses and Uprooted, this stand-alone, fantasy romance about a human girl and her marriage to the Elf King

is impossible to put down!

The elves come for two things: war and wives. In both cases, they come for death.

Three-thousand years ago, humans were hunted by powerful races with wild magic until the treaty was formed. Now, for centuries, the elves have taken a young

woman from Luella's village to be their Human Queen.

To be chosen is seen as a mark of death by the townsfolk. A mark nineteen-year-old Luella is grateful to have escaped as a girl. Instead, she's dedicated her life

to studying herbology and becoming the town's only healer.

That is, until the Elf King unexpectedly arrives... for her.

Everything Luella had thought she'd known about her life, and herself, was a lie. Taken to a land filled with wild magic, Luella is forced to be the new queen to a

cold yet blisteringly handsome Elf King. Once there, she learns about a dying world that only she can save.

The magical land of Midscape pulls on one corner of her heart, her home and people tug on another... but what will truly break her is a passion she never wanted.

A Deal with the Elf King is a complete, *stand-alone novel*, inspired by the tales of Hades and Persephone, as well as Beauty and the Beast, with a

"happily ever after" ending. It's perfect for fantasy romance fans looking for just the right amount of steam and their next slow-burn and

swoon-worthy couple.

1984

Author: George Orwell

1984 is a political and dystopian science-fiction novel set in Airstrip One, a province of the superstate Oceania. It is a mind-numbing world which in a state of

perpetual war, omnipresent government surveillance and public manipulation. Dictated by a political system, called Ingsoc, the lives of its people is under the

control of privileged elite of the "Inner Party" which persecutes individualism and independent thinking as "thought crime." Due to the novel's huge popularity,

many of its terms and concepts, such as Big Brother, doublethink, thoughtcrime, Newspeak, Room 101, telescreen, 2 + 2 = 5, and memory hole, have entered

into common use since its publication in 1949. It has also popularised the adjective "Orwellian", which describes official deception, secret surveillance, and

manipulation of recorded history by a totalitarian or authoritarian state.

George Orwell (1903-1950) whose real name was Eric Arthur Blair was an English novelist, essayist, journalist and critic. His work is marked by lucid prose,

awareness of social injustice, opposition to totalitarianism, and outspoken support of democratic socialism.

Rhythm of War: Book Four of The Stormlight Archive

Author: Brandon Sanderson

An instant #1 New York Times Bestseller and a USA Today and Indie Bestseller! 

 

The Stormlight Archive saga continues in Rhythm of War, the eagerly awaited sequel to Brandon Sanderson's #1 New York Times bestselling 

Oathbringer, from an epic fantasy writer at the top of his game. 



After forming a coalition of human resistance against the enemy invasion, Dalinar Kholin and his Knights Radiant have spent a year fighting a protracted, brutal

war. Neither side has gained an advantage, and the threat of a betrayal by Dalinar’s crafty ally Taravangian looms over every strategic move. 

 

Now, as new technological discoveries by Navani Kholin’s scholars begin to change the face of the war, the enemy prepares a bold and dangerous operation.

The arms race that follows will challenge the very core of the Radiant ideals, and potentially reveal the secrets of the ancient tower that was once the heart of

their strength. 

 

At the same time that Kaladin Stormblessed must come to grips with his changing role within the Knights Radiant, his Windrunners face their own problem: As

more and more deadly enemy Fused awaken to wage war, no more honorspren are willing to bond with humans to increase the number of Radiants. Adolin and

Shallan must lead the coalition’s envoy to the honorspren stronghold of Lasting Integrity and either convince the spren to join the cause against the evil god

Odium, or personally face the storm of failure. 

 

Other Tor books by Brandon Sanderson 

 

The Cosmere 

 

The Stormlight Archive 

The Way of Kings 

Words of Radiance 

Edgedancer (Novella) 

Oathbringer 

Rhythm of War 

 

The Mistborn trilogy 

Mistborn: The Final Empire 

The Well of Ascension 

The Hero of Ages 

 

Mistborn: The Wax and Wayne series 

Alloy of Law 

Shadows of Self 

Bands of Mourning 

 

Collection 

Arcanum Unbounded 

 

Other Cosmere novels 

Elantris 

Warbreaker 

 

The Alcatraz vs. the Evil Librarians series 

Alcatraz vs. the Evil Librarians 

The Scrivener's Bones 

The Knights of Crystallia 

The Shattered Lens 

The Dark Talent 

 

The Rithmatist series 

The Rithmatist 

 

Other books by Brandon Sanderson 

 

The Reckoners 

Steelheart 

Firefight 

Calamity 

 

At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

Winter World (The Long Winter Trilogy Book 1)

Author: A.G. Riddle

A new ice age... 

and a shocking discovery... 

will change humanity forever. 

 

From the Amazon Charts and Wall Street Journal bestselling author with over FOUR MILLION COPIES sold worldwide comes an epic novel with an unforgettable



twist. 

 

* Longlisted for the Wilbur Smith Award for best published novel. * 

 

 

In the near future, a new ice age has begun. 

 

Humanity stands on the brink of extinction. 

 

Desperate for answers, scientists send probes into the solar system to take readings. Near Mars, they identify a mysterious object moving toward the Sun. Is it

the cause of the ice age? Or could it be humanity’s only hope of survival? 

 

With time running out, NASA launches a mission to make contact. But the object isn’t what anyone thought. In the dark of space, alone, the team makes a

discovery that will change the course of human history—and possibly end it. 

 

 

Filled with real science and fascinating details, Winter World is that unique blend of fact and fiction that could completely change how you see our planet—and

humanity’s future. For those intrepid souls starting this bestselling trilogy, be warned: you may well be up late into the night turning the pages. 

 

 

Praise for A.G. Riddle 

 

“...reads like a superior collaboration between Dan Brown and Michael Crichton.” 

—The Guardian on Pandemic 

 

“I finished the book fast because I just couldn’t wait...” 

—WIRED GeekDad on Departure 

 

“This is apocalyptic sci-fi at its best.” 

—Daily Mail on The Solar War 

 

 

An Extended Look at Winter World 

 

Each month, Earth grows colder. 

 

Snow falls in summer. Glaciers trample cities across North America, Europe, and Asia. The new ice age shows no signs of stopping. 

 

Chaos erupts. 

 

Around the world, people abandon their homes and flock to regions where they can survive. Nations prepare to go to war for the world’s last habitable zones. 

 

Scientists search the cause of the new ice age. They send probes into the solar system to collect readings. Near Mars, a probe finds a mysterious object, drifting

toward the Sun. Is it responsible for the new ice age? Or is it merely an observer? Or neither? Could it be a relic from a long-extinct civilization? One thing is

certain: investigating the object is humanity’s best hope of survival. 

 

As the ice age claims more lives and the world slides into anarchy, an international consortium launches a mission into space to make contact. But the first

contact mission doesn’t go as planned. What the crew discovers out there is beyond anyone’s imagination. 

 

Two members of the first contact mission may hold the keys to humanity’s salvation. 

 

Dr. Emma Matthews is the commander aboard the International Space Station. For months, she has watched the world below freeze and civilization unravel. The

headlines tell only half of the story. The messages from her sister tell the rest, of a world witnessing mass migrations, fighting for survival, struggling to provide a

future for their children. When a catastrophe strikes the ISS, Emma faces her own fight for survival. 

 

Dr. James Sinclair is one of the greatest scientists alive. A mind before his time. Years ago, he invented something with the potential to change the world—an

invention that would upset the balance of power in the world forever. Fearing that change, his enemies sent him to prison for a crime he didn’t commit. But with

humanity’s future at stake, NASA asks him to join the first contact mission. His expertise is vital to the mission’s success—and to saving Emma. With the clock

ticking down to humanity’s final days on Earth, James makes a decision that will change his life forever and may determine the fate of the entire human race. 

 

Available in Kindle eBook, Audible audiobook, print, and Kindle Unlimited.

Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire

Author: J.K. Rowling

'There will be three tasks, spaced throughout the school year, and they will test the champions in many different ways ... their magical prowess - their daring - 

their powers of deduction - and, of course, their ability to cope with danger.'



 

The Triwizard Tournament is to be held at Hogwarts. Only wizards who are over seventeen are allowed to enter - but that doesn't stop Harry dreaming that he will

win the competition. Then at Hallowe'en, when the Goblet of Fire makes its selection, Harry is amazed to find his name is one of those that the magical cup picks

out. He will face death-defying tasks, dragons and Dark wizards, but with the help of his best friends, Ron and Hermione, he might just make it through - alive!

Wolf Roulette: Supernatural Battle (Werewolf Dens Book 3)

Author: Kelly St. Clare

Deception Valley is living up to its name.

Exiled from my tribe.

Living with a pack who hates me.

In bed with a werewolf I can’t ignore.

Things were simple when I just had to win the game. Yet now, even winning means I’ll end up the loser. Big time.

The mysteries surrounding my mother might be solved, but I’m haunted by her lies and sorry end. As if walking in her footsteps, I feel a breath away from sharing

her fate.

Because Grids must be played. I must decide which side I’ll play from. And that choice grows more difficult by the second.

Would you win the game if it meant losing the man you love?

If you can’t get enough of books by C.N. Crawford, Jennifer L. Armentrout, and Leia Stone, or just anything paranormal romance, then step inside this

supernatural game and prepare to give everything you have to win.

This book contains sexual scenes, language, and violence.

Sin & Chocolate (Demigods of San Francisco Book 1)

Author: K.F. Breene

Some people are ordained for greatness...

Those people usually have a lot of drama in their life. Drama I happily do without. I live in a forgotten corner of nowhere for a reason: there is safety in anonymity.

I have enough problems just trying to get by.

But when Kieran, a sinfully sexy demigod at the pinnacle of power, crashes into my life, suddenly my whole world is turned upside down.

He's harboring a deadly secret, one that could destroy all he holds dear. He thinks I'm the key to his salvation, and he wants me to help him claim vengeance.

He also wants me with a passion that burns my body from the inside out.

To ignore him is impossible, but to give in to my desires, even for a night, would thrust me into danger I might not survive.

Can I resist the temptation?

Dragon Breeder 2

Author: Dante King

My name is Michael Noctis, and less than a week ago, I bonded with a Chaos Dragon.

A day ago, I merged with this dragon in a way that made me superhuman.

And only a moment ago, I learned that I was a Dragon Breeder.

Who said you couldn't juggle being a father to dragons while attending a military academy filled with beautiful dragonmancers?

The Handmaid's Tale

Author: Margaret Atwood



An instant classic and eerily prescient cultural phenomenon, from “the patron saint of feminist dystopian fiction” (New York Times). Now an

award-winning Hulu series starring Elizabeth Moss.

In this multi-award-winning, bestselling novel, Margaret Atwood has created a stunning Orwellian vision of the near future. This is the story of Offred, one of the

unfortunate “Handmaids” under the new social order who have only one purpose: to breed. In Gilead, where women are prohibited from holding jobs, reading,

and forming friendships, Offred’ s persistent memories of life in the “time before” and her will to survive are acts of rebellion. Provocative, startling, prophetic, and

with Margaret Atwood’s devastating irony, wit, and acute perceptive powers in full force, The Handmaid’s Tale is at once a mordant satire and a dire warning.

Harry Potter and the Order of the Phoenix

Author: J.K. Rowling

'You are sharing the Dark Lord's thoughts and emotions. The Headmaster thinks it inadvisable for this to continue. He wishes me to teach you how to close your

mind to the Dark Lord.'

Dark times have come to Hogwarts. After the Dementors' attack on his cousin Dudley, Harry Potter knows that Voldemort will stop at nothing to find him. There

are many who deny the Dark Lord's return, but Harry is not alone: a secret order gathers at Grimmauld Place to fight against the Dark forces. Harry must allow

Professor Snape to teach him how to protect himself from Voldemort's savage assaults on his mind. But they are growing stronger by the day and Harry is

running out of time ...

Magical Midlife Madness: A Paranormal Women's Fiction Novel (Leveling Up Book 1)

Author: K.F. Breene

A woman starting over. A new house with an unexpected twist. A cape wearing butler acting as the world's worst life coach.

"Happily Ever After" wasn't supposed to come with a do-over option. But when my husband of twenty years packs up and heads for greener pastures and my son

leaves for college, that's exactly what my life becomes.

Do-over.

This time, though, I plan to do things differently. Age is just a number, after all, and at forty I'm ready to carve my own path.

Eager for a fresh start, I make a somewhat unorthodox decision and move to a tiny town in the Sierra foothills. I'll be taking care of a centuries old house that

called to me when I was a kid. It's just temporary, I tell myself. It'll just be for a while.

That is, until I learn what the house really is, something I never could've imagined.

Thankfully forty isn't too old to start an adventure, because that's exactly what I do. A very dangerous adventure that will change my life forever. I have a chance

to start again, and this time, I make the rules.

______________________________________________

A hot new series and genre celebrating midlife and older women who crave a little adventure by USA Today Bestselling author K.F. Breene. Perfect for fans of

Shannon Mayer, Jana DeLeon, Darynda Jones, Robin Peterman, Elizabeth Hunter and Denise Grover Swank.

Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows

Author: J.K. Rowling

'Give me Harry Potter,' said Voldemort's voice, 'and none shall be harmed. Give me Harry Potter, and I shall leave the school untouched. Give me Harry Potter,

and you will be rewarded.'

As he climbs into the sidecar of Hagrid's motorbike and takes to the skies, leaving Privet Drive for the last time, Harry Potter knows that Lord Voldemort and the

Death Eaters are not far behind. The protective charm that has kept Harry safe until now is broken, but he cannot keep hiding. The Dark Lord is breathing fear

into everything Harry loves and to stop him Harry will have to find and destroy the remaining Horcruxes. The final battle must begin - Harry must stand and face

his enemy...

The Queen's Crown (Court of Midnight and Deception Book 3)

Author: K. M. Shea



Since the day I was crowned Queen of the Night Court, someone has been trying to kill me. Yay, me!

Finding my would-be-killer has been last on my to do list for a long time—which should tell you what a dumpster fire my life has been. But I can’t ignore it

anymore. Whoever is plotting against me is getting serious. If I don’t do something soon I might not survive their next attempt.

Normally, I’d count on Rigel—my consort, who also happens to be a deadly fae assassin—to have my back. But he’s been gone for two months, and when he

finally returns he won’t say where he’s been. Great, that’s totally not sketchy.

To make matters worse, I love Rigel—and he doesn’t believe me when I tell him! How’s that for romance?

New to do list: catch my would-be killer and convince my own husband I love him. All in a day’s work for the Night Queen.

I knew I should have demanded a job description before I took on this queen gig…

Crown of Shadows is the final book in the Court of Midnight and Deception urban fantasy trilogy and is part of the Magiford Supernatural City world. It features

fae, werewolves, vampires, and wizards. It’s packed with humor, adventure, and a sweet, slow burn romance between a reluctant fae queen and the assassin

who tried to kill her.

Captive of the Vampire King (Blood Fire Saga Book 2)

Author: Bella Klaus

How do you break up with a Vampire King? You don’t.

Something is off about Valentine, and I don’t mean his missing heart.

He’s keeping me captive in a haunted house, complete with a ferocious beast to make sure I can never escape.

There’s a hunger stirring in him. It’s deep and dark and preternatural. He’s awakening something in me I must resist because if I fail, everything is lost.

Captive of the Vampire King is book two of the Blood Fire Saga.

The Magical Romantic Comedy (with a body count) Starter Pack

Author: R.J. Blain

Enter the zany, hilarious world of the Magical Romantic Comedy (with a body count) series with this seven story collection. From a fire-breathing, meat-eating 

unicorn to a sphinx with a devil problem, what can go wrong will go wrong, nothing is as it seems, and there’s magic around every corner. 

 

Warning: these stories contain magic, mayhem, and mythology splashed with humor, romance, and a body count. 

 

In Playing with Fire, Bailey Gardener doesn’t need Manhattan’s Most Wanted Bachelor breathing down her neck, but when she’s targeted with a cell phone bomb 

capable of transforming her home into a stone tomb, she’s tossed headfirst into a mess with her sexist enemy. She definitely doesn’t need to fall in love with the 

smoking hot police chief. Saving Manhattan will be tough enough. 

 

In Hoofin’ It, Shane Gibson’s trip to New York takes an unexpected turn when three corpses and a miniature llama with a spitting problem and an attitude tumbles 

into his life. Facing off against a sex trafficking ring targeting the woman of his dreams, ancient vampires, murderous criminals, and his parents is only the 

beginning. Some days, it isn’t easy being an ex-cop. 

 

In Hearth, Home, and Havoc, Dakota had never intended to become the single mother of a goddess, but after her abusive ex storms back into her life, she’ll do 

anything necessary to protect her family. 

 

Snakes eat fish, and the mer love tearing apart their serpentine nemeses with their hands and teeth. As for the gorgons… Tulip would rather not think about them 

at all. In Serial Killer Princess, a serial killer of serial killers must come to terms with her unique heritage while dodging the advances of a wily bodyguard with an 

unhealthy interest in her and her secrets. 

 

Kanika regrets naming her business Whatever for Hire. Fetching a cat out of a tree should’ve been a quick, easy fifty bucks in her pocket. Instead, following one 

stray thought, the Devil pays her a visit and leaves her with a debt to repay. Owing the Devil a favor is bad enough, but her life is turned upside down when it’s 

time to pay the piper. 

 

After a wildfire took everything from her, Emily Hall made do surviving as a homeless human by day and as an owl at night. In Owl Be Yours, when one of the 

men responsible for infecting her with lycanthropy comes winging his way back into her life, she must choose between revenge or resuming a normal life. Until 

Daniel’s return, she never dreamed she might be able to have both. 

 

In Fowl Play, the last thing Emma Sansaul needs is to become the next victim of a crazed serial killer. Left with no other choice, she joins forces with Agent 

Kenneth Bernard, the one man on Earth capable of making her hissing mad one second and in need of a cold shower the next.



 

This collection contains over 500,000 words (1,800+ pages) of magic, mayhem, and hilarity.

Harry Potter and the Half-Blood Prince

Author: J.K. Rowling

There it was, hanging in the sky above the school: the blazing green skull with a serpent tongue, the mark Death Eaters left behind whenever they had entered a

building... wherever they had murdered...

When Dumbledore arrives at Privet Drive one summer night to collect Harry Potter, his wand hand is blackened and shrivelled, but he does not reveal why.

Secrets and suspicion are spreading through the wizarding world, and Hogwarts itself is not safe. Harry is convinced that Malfoy bears the Dark Mark: there is a

Death Eater amongst them. Harry will need powerful magic and true friends as he explores Voldemort's darkest secrets, and Dumbledore prepares him to face

his destiny...

The Fallen (Hades Castle Trilogy Book 1)

Author: C.N. Crawford

The angel of death wants me to be his wife.

Most days, I steal from ships to earn a living. Not glamorous, admittedly, but it's honest work. Okay, fine. It isn't honest either, but it means I get to eat.

Until one night, a sinfully sexy angel strides into my favorite dance hall and compels me to work for him. It isn't just work, though. He wants me to be his wife in

Castle Hades. Apparently, his prophetic dreams say I'll help him become king.

Beautiful as he is, he's also a lethal tyrant. And I could be in danger. Luckily, I know how to fight back, how to weaken an angel: I must seduce him.

Now, this is a battle, and he’s my beautiful enemy. We are fighting with weapons of desire, and we're both at risk of losing ourselves in this war.

"Such an amazing author, who writes worlds you want to crawl within and live! If you have not read this book, what are you waiting for? CN Crawford

knocked this out of the park, and gave the perfect escape for 2020!" --Amelia Hutchins

For readers of Laura Thalassa, Amelia Hutchins, Jennifer L. Armentrout, Linsey Hall, and Sarah J. Maas.

Moon Claimed: Supernatural Battle (Werewolf Dens Book 2)

Author: Kelly St. Clare

The pack of lies continues.

My mother isn’t my mother.

A werewolf wants me for his one-and-only baby mama

Oh! And I’m the new leader of a tribe I joined weeks ago.

Messed up doesn’t begin to explain it.

I’m more desperate than ever to uncover an explanation for Mum’s mounting betrayals. Because this time, I’m not sure forgiveness is possible.

But the mating meets with Sascha must continue if I want to escape our bond for good. An entire tribe is relying on me to win a centuries-old game against

freakin’ shifters. And at this point, well… I have a few secrets of my own.

Keeping them is the new game.

Would you confess the truth and risk forfeiting the one person you have left?

If you can’t get enough of books by Shannon Mayer, Jaymin Eve, and Laura Thalassa, or just anything paranormal romance, then enter this

supernatural game and prepare to win everything… or lose it all.

This book contains sexual scenes, language, and violence.

Split Second (Split Second Book 1)



Author: Douglas E. Richards

A stunningly original twist on time travel.  Amazon's #1 novel in both the "thriller" and "science fiction" categories for over seven months.   

What if you found a way to send something back in time? But not weeks, days, or even minutes back. What if you could only send something back a fraction of a

second? Would this be of any use? You wouldn't have nearly enough time to right a wrong, change an event, or win a lottery.

Nathan Wexler is a brilliant physicist who thinks he's found a way to send matter a split second back into the past. But before he can even confirm his findings, he

and his wife-to-be, Jenna Morrison, find themselves in a battle for their very lives. Because while time travel to an instant earlier seems useless, Jenna comes to

learn that no capability in history has ever been more profound or far-reaching.

Now, as Jenna fights to defeat the powerful forces arrayed against her, nothing less than the fate of humanity hangs in the balance . . .

SPLIT SECOND is a roller-coaster ride of a thriller, one that will have readers pondering the nature of time, and of reality, long after they've read the last page.

"Richards is a worthy successor to Michael Crichton." (SF Book.com)

"Richards is an extraordinary writer," (Dean Koontz) who can, "keep you turning the pages all night long." (Douglas Preston)

Near-Future Science Fiction Thrillers by Douglas E. Richards

WIRED (Wired 1)

AMPED (Wired2) 

MIND'S EYE (Nick Hall 1)

BRAINWEB(Nick Hall 2)

MIND WAR (Nick Hall 3) 

SPLIT SECOND (Split Second 1)

TIME FRAME (Split Second2) 

THE ENIGMA CUBE (Alien Artifact 1)

APIVOT IN TIME (Alien Artifact 2)

QUANTUM LENS

GAME CHANGER

INFINITY BORN

SEEKER

VERACITY

ORACLE 

Kids Science-Fiction Thrillers (9 and up, enjoyed by kids and adults alike)

TRAPPED (Prometheus Project 1)

CAPTURED(Prometheus Project 2)

STRANDED (Prometheus Project 3)

OUT OF THIS WORLD

THE DEVIL'S SWORD

Ready Player Two: A Novel (Ready Player One Book 2)

Author: Ernest Cline

#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • The highly anticipated sequel to the beloved worldwide bestseller Ready Player One, the near-future 

adventure that inspired the blockbuster Steven Spielberg film. 

 

NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY THE WASHINGTON POST • “The game is on again. . . . A great mix of exciting fantasy and 

threatening fact.”—The Wall Street Journal 

 

AN UNEXPECTED QUEST. TWO WORLDS AT STAKE. ARE YOU READY? 

 

Days after winning OASIS founder James Halliday’s contest, Wade Watts makes a discovery that changes everything. 

 

Hidden within Halliday’s vaults, waiting for his heir to find, lies a technological advancement that will once again change the world and make the OASIS a 

thousand times more wondrous—and addictive—than even Wade dreamed possible. 

 

With it comes a new riddle, and a new quest—a last Easter egg from Halliday, hinting at a mysterious prize.



 

And an unexpected, impossibly powerful, and dangerous new rival awaits, one who’ll kill millions to get what he wants. 

 

Wade’s life and the future of the OASIS are again at stake, but this time the fate of humanity also hangs in the balance. 

 

Lovingly nostalgic and wildly original as only Ernest Cline could conceive it, Ready Player Two takes us on another imaginative, fun, action-packed adventure

through his beloved virtual universe, and jolts us thrillingly into the future once again.

A Court of Thorns and Roses

Author: Sarah J. Maas

The sexy, action-packed first book in the #1 New York Times bestselling Court of Thorns and Roses series from Sarah J. Maas.

When nineteen-year-old huntress Feyre kills a wolf in the woods, a terrifying creature arrives to demand retribution. Dragged to a treacherous magical land she

knows about only from legends, Feyre discovers that her captor is not truly a beast, but one of the lethal, immortal faeries who once ruled her world.

At least, he's not a beast all the time.

As she adapts to her new home, her feelings for the faerie, Tamlin, transform from icy hostility into a fiery passion that burns through every lie she's been told

about the beautiful, dangerous world of the Fae. But something is not right in the faerie lands. An ancient, wicked shadow is growing, and Feyre must find a way

to stop it, or doom Tamlin-and his world-forever.

From bestselling author Sarah J. Maas comes a seductive, breathtaking book that blends romance, adventure, and faerie lore into an unforgettable read.

Elsewhere

Author: Dean Koontz

The fate of the world is in the hands of a father and daughter in an epic novel of wonder and terror by Dean Koontz, the #1 New York Times bestselling

master of suspense.

Since his wife, Michelle, left seven years ago, Jeffy Coltrane has worked to maintain a normal life for himself and his eleven-year-old daughter, Amity, in Suavidad

Beach. It’s a quiet life, until a local eccentric known as Spooky Ed shows up on their doorstep.

Ed entrusts Jeffy with hiding a strange and dangerous object—something he calls “the key to everything”—and tells Jeffy that he must never use the device. But

after a visit from a group of ominous men, Jeffy and Amity find themselves accidentally activating the key and discovering an extraordinary truth. The device

allows them to jump between parallel planes at once familiar and bizarre, wondrous and terrifying. And Jeffy and Amity can’t help but wonder, could Michelle be

just a click away?

Jeffy and Amity aren’t the only ones interested in the device. A man with a dark purpose is in pursuit, determined to use its grand potential for profound evil.

Unless Amity and Jeffy can outwit him, the place they call home may never be safe again.

Crown of Shadows (Court of Midnight and Deception Book 1)

Author: K. M. Shea

The fae of the Night Court are desperately searching for a new monarch to crown before the Court collapses. 

 

I couldn’t care less. 

 

I’ve done everything I can to bury my fae blood and embrace my human half. That changes when some fae nobles show up on my doorstep and announce that 

I’m the next Queen of the Night Court. 

 

Becoming an unwilling fae queen? Check. Inheriting a terrible mess? Double check. 

 

The Court is almost bankrupt, my citizens’ favorite hobby is backstabbing one another, and I don’t know who I can trust since someone keeps trying to 

assassinate me. 

 

Speaking of assassins, I get introduced to the best in the business—a fae lord nicknamed the Wraith. His deadly profession means he fears no one. The only 

reason he doesn’t kill me on the spot is he’s also a member of the Night Court and the Court’s magic protects me. But that doesn’t prevent him from trading verbal 

barbs with me whenever we meet. 

 

And if cat herding all these uncooperative fae and chatting with assassins wasn’t enough, I’m required to get married as part of some archaic Court law. This 

“queen” gig is the worst!



 

Supposedly I can choose anyone to marry, but with all the infighting I need someone who is neutral and won’t provoke more political power struggles. 

 

So, why do I keep thinking of a certain assassin? 

 

Court of Midnight and Deception is a complete trilogy that takes place in the Magiford Supernatural City universe. It features fae, werewolves, vampires, and

wizards! This trilogy is packed with humor, adventure, and a sweet, slow burn romance between a reluctant fae queen and the assassin who tried to kill her.

Reborn (Shadow Beast Shifters Book 3)

Author: Jaymin Eve

Reborn- Shadow Beast Shifters book 3

Petal to the Metal (The Bloomin' Psychic Book 1)

Author: Annabel Chase

Forty-two-year-old Mia Thorne is not living her best life. After a disastrous career-and-relationship-ending event, she escapes New York City and moves to a

sleepy river town in Pennsylvania, courtesy of a dead aunt she never knew. Aunt Hazel was the reclusive family nut, a self-proclaimed psychic. Of course, Mia’s

dad always told her that she, too, had the gift, but after his death, her mother made sure to squelch the notion. No square pegs allowed!

Aunt Hazel’s old cottage is only slightly better than the decrepit gardens surrounding it. Mia doesn’t know the first thing about gardening and expects this will be

one more failure on her seemingly endless list. Even Aunt Hazel’s ancient cat seems to have pegged her as a loser.

When Mia stumbles over a body in the overgrown garden, the newcomer catches the eye of the police chief and his hotshot detective, Derek Fairfax, and she

becomes the number one suspect in the case. Much to her shock and awe, she also catches the eye of Derek’s brother, Dane, a lawyer with a head for what’s

legal and a bod for what isn’t—but getting arrested for murder would certainly put a damper on her dating life.

Will Mia tap into her long-buried psychic skills in order to save herself or will she end up digging her own grave?

Petal to the Metal is the first book in The Bloomin’ Psychic series.

Other series by Annabel Chase:

Spellbound

Spellbound Ever After

Starry Hollow Witches

Midlife Magic Cocktail Club

Pandora's Pride

Demonspawn Academy

Spellslingers Academy of Magic

Divine Place

Baudolino: A Novel

Author: Umberto Eco

A self-confessed liar spins a fascinating tale of his life in this “comic and brilliantly baffling” historical novel by the author of The Name of the Rose

(The Guardian, UK).

Constantinople, 1204. The Byzantine capital is under siege by the knights of the Fourth Crusade. Amid the carnage and confusion, one Baudolino saves a

historian and high court official from certain death at the hands of the crusading warriors—and proceeds to regale him with the fantastical story of his life.

Born a simple peasant in northern Italy, Baudolino has two major gifts: a talent for learning languages and a skill in telling lies. As a boy he meets a foreign

commander who adopts Baudolino and sends him to the university in Paris, where he makes a number of adventurous friends. Spurred on by myths and their

own reveries, they decide to go in search of the legendary priest-king Prester John who is said to rule over a vast kingdom in the East.

The kingdom they seek is a phantasmagorical land of strange creatures with eyes on their shoulders and mouths on their stomachs; of eunuchs, unicorns, and

lovely maidens. With dazzling digressions, outrageous tricks, extraordinary feeling, and vicarious reflections on our postmodern age, Baudolino is Eco the

storyteller at his brilliant best.



Soul of the Vampire King (Blood Fire Saga Book 3)

Author: Bella Klaus

How can you mend a stolen heart?

The worst happened, and all I have left of the man I love is his unbeating heart. How am I going to save Valentine when I’m also trapped?

Enemies surround us both, and I don’t know who to trust. I must unlock my power, restore Valentine, and destroy those who are keeping us apart.

If I fail, I will lose Valentine forever.

Soul of the Vampire King is book three of the Blood Fire Saga.

The Conjurer (The Vine Witch Book 3)

Author: Luanne G. Smith

A beguiling novel of revenge, deliverance, and a powerful sisterhood of magic by the Washington Post bestselling author of The Vine Witch and The

Glamourist.

Sidra didn’t murder her husband. Yet even a jinni can’t wish away a wrongful imprisonment. Determined to prove her innocence, she returns to her adopted

home—a French village renowned for its perfume witches—with her friends Elena and Yvette by her side. Here is where Sidra’s true destiny awaits, but danger

also lurks in the village’s narrow lanes.

On her trail is Jamra, another jinni, who’s after more than revenge for the murder of his brother. He also seeks vengeance for the indignities inflicted on jinn by

mortals over the centuries. When he learns of an ancient relic capable of unleashing chaos on the world, and that the weapon is in the hands of his murderous

sister-in-law, he vows to destroy Sidra to get it.

Relying on a sisterhood of magic, a mysteriously faithful dog, and a second-rate sorcerer, Sidra defends herself using the village’s greatest asset: its perfume. It’s

as beguiling a lure as it is a formidable shield. But is it enough for Sidra to protect herself and those she loves from powers yet to be released?

Midlife Bounty Hunter: A Paranormal Women's Fiction Novel (The Forty Proof Series Book 1)

Author: Shannon Mayer

When divorce comes your way, don't let the ex get you down. Get ready for a whole new laugh-out-loud adventure. Because life is just beginning . . . 

as a midlife bounty hunter of the supernatural! 

 

# 1 in Women's Fantasy Fiction! 

#1 in Fantasy & Futuristic Romance 

# 1 New releases Werewolf and Shifter Romance 

 

One day I’m married, living in Seattle, and magic isn’t real. 

 

The next, I’m divorced and living in the guest room of my ex’s hotter- than-sin cousin’s place in Savannah . . . and talking to an animated skeleton named Robert. 

 

I have to admit, Robert isn’t my worst date. 

 

At forty-one, I didn’t think I’d be starting over. But I’ll be damned if my ex thinks I’m down and out because he pulled a fast one on me. 

 

When a job comes my way that offers me a chance to use my childhood training in the shadow world, I take it—I need the money more than I care about my 

sanity. 

 

It’s dangerous. 

I have to embrace the magic and dark of my past. 

And I need Advil to keep me going. 

 

But those who’d hold me back better sit up and take notice, because a new woman is in town, and she’s not about to be counted out by anyone. 

 

Even if she does groan when she rolls out of bed in the morning. 

 

Looking for more books in this HOT FLASH of a new genre? Check out these books available NOW: 

 

Christine Gael "Writing Wrongs" 

Denise Grover Swank "Let it all Burn"



KF Breene "Magical Midlife Madness" 

Eve Langlais "Halfway There" 

Robyn Peterman "It's a Wonderful Midlife Crisis" 

Jana DeLeon "Wrong Side of Forty" 

Deanna Chase "Witching For Grace" 

Kristen Painter "Sucks to be Me" 

Elizabeth Hunter "Suddenly Psychic" 

Michelle M Pillow "Second Chance Magic" 

Mandy M Roth "Cloudy With a Chance of Witchcraft" 

Darynda Jones "Betwixt" 

Crown of Moonlight (Court of Midnight and Deception Book 2)

Author: K. M. Shea

I thought becoming Queen of the Night Court and marrying the deadliest fae assassin in the supernatural community were the biggest dangers I’d ever face. Hah!

Once I meet the fae monarchs of the other local Courts, I realize the good times are only just beginning! They hate my guts and don’t even bother to use their fae

tricks to hide their disgust of me and my human blood.

At least I know where I stand with them, which is more than I can say for my husband, Rigel.

My relationship with Rigel is…complicated. We married for political reasons—my greatest desire was that he wouldn’t kill me after the ceremony. But now that

he’s saved me from countless attempts on my life and joked with me through boring Court socials, my thoughts about him have veered into uncomfortable

territory.

Not that I have time to think about all of this.

Those attempts on my life I mentioned? Yeah, they’re getting bolder and a lot harder to survive. I’m confident one of the other monarchs is behind it all, but I don’t

have the power to make them stop.

So far, my wits and Rigel’s blades have gotten us through everything. But if something BIG gets dropped on us, will we survive?

Court of Midnight and Deception is an urban fantasy trilogy set in the Magiford Supernatural City universe. It features fae, werewolves, vampires, and wizards!

This complete trilogy is packed with humor, adventure, and a sweet, slow burn romance between a reluctant fae queen and the assassin who tried to kill her.

Rapture (Hades Castle Trilogy Book 2)

Author: C.N. Crawford

The angel of death locked me in one of his castle rooms, surrounded by books and delicious food. Not bad, right? Except for the loneliness, and the lust-fueled

dreams that torment me every night. Specifically, dreams of Samael. And did I mention a psychotic ghost keeps trying to kill me? Because no one else believes

me about that.

Now, I’m desperate to get out of the castle and hunt down the murderous Free Men who led to my imprisonment. Samael wants to destroy them, too. We have

the same goal, but don't trust each other. When distrust shifts into passion, it only makes things more complicated.

Despite what we feel, we’re destined to be enemies. If we can’t rewrite our fates, we will lose each other forever--and one of us will end up dead.

Book two in the trilogy.

Afterlife: A Dark, Fantasy, Paranormal Romance (Afterlife Saga Book 1)

Author: Stephanie Hudson

A brooding King, a girl running from her past. What happens when the two collide? One-click to find out and start your next book obsession. 

 

Bestselling International Paranormal Romance Series with over 1000 five & four-star reviews worldwide on Amazon. 

 

Warning: This book not only has sexual content but is amazingly addictive, with its dark mystery, haunting horror, seductive twists and one sexy dark lord that has 

the reader drooling every time the name Draven appears on the page! 

 

What some of the 400+ 5 Star Reviews Say:



 

Danielle McKeen 5 Stars Epic series starter. 

“I asked on a reader group for recommendations on something to read that took more than a mere few hours to read, and I wasn't disappointed, this wonderful

book has held me captive for 3 nights until the early hours of the morning and having to reluctantly put down to sleep.” 

 

Nicola Pearce 5 Stars My new addiction 

“Loved Afterlife. A real page-turner. 

Fantastically written, brilliant characterization. Can't wait to dive into the next installment.” 

 

Chantelle-Emma Harvey 5 Stars If Twilight had a big badder brother.... 

“This is where the obsession started and I became a lifelong Dravenite!” 

Bones of Faerie: Book 1 of the Bones of Faerie Trilogy

Author: Janni Lee Simner

A dark fairy-tale twist on apocalyptic fiction—as familiar as a nightmare, yet altogether unique. 

 

The war between humanity and Faerie devastated both sides. Or so fifteen-year-old Liza has been told. Nothing has been seen or heard from Faerie since, and 

Liza’s world bears the scars of its encounter with magic. Corn resists being harvested; dandelions have thorns. Trees move with sinister intention, and the town 

Liza calls home is surrounded by a forest that threatens to harm all those who wander into it. Still Liza feels safe. Her father is strong and has protected their town 

by laying down strict rules. Among them: Any trace of magic must be destroyed, no matter where it is found. 

 

Then Liza’s sister is born with faerie-pale hair, clear as glass, and Liza’s father leaves the baby on a hillside to die. When her mother disappears into the forest 

and Liza herself discovers she has the faerie ability to see–into the past, into the future–she has no choice but to flee. Liza’s quest will take her into Faerie and 

back again, and what she finds along the way may be the key to healing both worlds. 

 

=-=-=-=-=-= 

 

Excerpt 

 

I had a sister once. 

 

She was a beautiful baby, eyes silver as moonlight off the river at night. From the hour of her birth she was long-limbed and graceful, faerie-pale hair clear as 

glass from Before, so pale you could almost see through to the soft skin beneath. 

 

My father was a sensible man. He set her out on the hillside that very night, though my mother wept and even old Jayce argued against it. “If the faerie folk want 

her, let them take her,” Father said. “If not the fault’s theirs for not claiming one of their own.” He left my sister, and he never looked back. 

 

I did. I crept out before dawn to see whether the faeries had really come. They hadn’t, but some wild creature had. One glance was all I could take. I turned and 

ran for home, telling no one where I’d been. 

 

We were lucky that time, I knew. I’d heard tales of a woman who bore a child with a voice high and sweet as a bird’s song—and with the sharp claws to match. 

No one questioned that baby’s father when he set the child out to die, far from our town, far from where his wife lay dying, her insides torn and bleeding. 

 

Magic was never meant for our world, Father said, and of course I’d agreed, though the War had ended and the faerie folk returned to their own places before I 

was born. If only they’d never stirred from those places—but it was no use thinking that way. 

 

Besides, I’d heard often enough that our town did better than most. We knew the rules. Don’t touch any stone that glows with faerie light, or that light will burn you 

fiercer than any fire. Don’t venture out alone into the dark, or the darkness will swallow you whole. And cast out the magic born among you, before it can turn on 

its parents. 

 

Towns had died for not understanding that much. My father was a sensible man. 

 

But the memory of my sister’s bones, cracked and bloody in the moonlight, haunts me still. 

 

=-=-=-=-=-= 

 

Reviews 

 

“Pure, stunning, it is impossible to put down or forget.” —Jane Yolen 

 

“Think of it as a cross between a Neil Gaiman fairy tale and apocalytpic fiction.” —The Poisoned Pen 

 

“The mood is strikingly dark, and questions regarding mankind’s tendency toward suspicion and xenophobia will loom large in readers’ minds.” —Booklist 

 

“Simner makes the most of her darkly clever conceit.” —San Francisco Chronicle



 

“With its dark, sharply imagined world, this will appeal to readers of Holly Black and Cassandra Clare.” —Kirkus 

 

“Part post-apocalyptic adventure tale and part folklore, Bones of Faerie is definitely built on familiar ground, until the ground sprouts vines that try to eat you.”

—Tor.com 

 

“A completely original world that you will not be able to leave until you turn the last page.” —Justine Magazine 

 

“This is a lovely, quiet, sombre book about fear, war, and the possibility of healing.” —Fantasy & Science Fiction

The Stand

Author: Stephen King

This is the way the world ends: with a nanosecond of computer error in a Defense Department laboratory and a million casual contacts that form the links in a

chain letter of death.

And here is the bleak new world of the day after: a world stripped of its institutions and emptied of 99 percent of its people. A world in which a handful of panicky

survivors choose sides -- or are chosen. A world in which good rides on the frail shoulders of the 108-year-old Mother Abigail -- and the worst nightmares of evil

are embodied in a man with a lethal smile and unspeakable powers: Randall Flagg, the dark man.

In 1978 Stephen King published The Stand, the novel that is now considered to be one of his finest works. But as it was first published, The Stand was

incomplete, since more than 150,000 words had been cut from the original manuscript.

Now Stephen King's apocalyptic vision of a world blasted by plague and embroiled in an elemental struggle between good and evil has been restored to its

entirety. The Stand : The Complete And Uncut Edition includes more than five hundred pages of material previously deleted, along with new material that King

added as he reworked the manuscript for a new generation. It gives us new characters and endows familiar ones with new depths. It has a new beginning and a

new ending. What emerges is a gripping work with the scope and moral comlexity of a true epic.

For hundreds of thousands of fans who read The Stand in its original version and wanted more, this new edition is Stephen King's gift. And those who are reading

The Stand for the first time will discover a triumphant and eerily plausible work of the imagination that takes on the issues that will determine our survival.

From the Hardcover edition.

A Court of Mist and Fury (A Court of Thorns and Roses Book 2)

Author: Sarah J. Maas

The seductive and stunning #1 New York Times bestselling sequel to Sarah J. Maas's spellbinding A Court of Thorns and Roses.

Feyre has undergone more trials than one human woman can carry in her heart. Though she's now been granted the powers and lifespan of the High Fae, she is

haunted by her time Under the Mountain and the terrible deeds she performed to save the lives of Tamlin and his people.

As her marriage to Tamlin approaches, Feyre's hollowness and nightmares consume her. She finds herself split into two different people: one who upholds her

bargain with Rhysand, High Lord of the feared Night Court, and one who lives out her life in the Spring Court with Tamlin. While Feyre navigates a dark web of

politics, passion, and dazzling power, a greater evil looms. She might just be the key to stopping it, but only if she can harness her harrowing gifts, heal her

fractured soul, and decide how she wishes to shape her future-and the future of a world in turmoil.

Bestselling author Sarah J. Maas's masterful storytelling brings this second book in her dazzling, sexy, action-packed series to new heights.

Limit of Vision

Author: Linda Nagata

Ethics and evolution collide in a tale of runaway biotechnology: 

From the award-winning author of Pacific Storm and The Last Good Man comes a compelling science fiction thriller in which an experiment gone awry could lead 

to the next phase of human evolution. 

 

Virgil Copeland is a young scientist working in a lab in Honolulu. With his research team, he’s developed an artificial life-form known as “LOVs,” an acronym for 

Limit Of Vision, because in size LOVs are just at the boundary of what the human eye can easily see. 

 

LOVs contain bioengineered human neurons. They enhance brain function when implanted in test animals. Experimentation on humans is, of course, highly 

illegal. But it's the nature of brilliant and ambitious young minds to ignore the rules. Believing the LOVs to be perfectly safe, Virgil and his team experiment on



themselves, using implanted LOVs to enhance their own cognitive abilities—until tragedy strikes, and the experiment is exposed. 

 

In a desperate attempt to preserve the last of the LOVs, Virgil flees Honolulu. He takes refuge in the steamy Mekong Delta, where he finds unexpected allies: a

maverick businessman, a defiantly independent journalist, and an artificial intelligence charged with overseeing the welfare of a tribe of homeless children.

Together this unlikely group resolves to preserve and nurture Virgil’s LOVs—only to find themselves swept up in a whirlwind of runaway biotechnology, with

compounding consequences ever more bizarre and unforeseeable.

Born in Fire (Demon Days, Vampire Nights World Book 1)

Author: K.F. Breene

Heart pounding and laugh out loud funny, Wall Street Journal Bestselling author K.F. Breene will take you on a magical joy ride you won’t soon forget.

Supernatural Bounty Hunter isn’t the sort of thing you see on LinkedIn. But with a rare type of magic like mine, I don’t have many options.

So dangerous or not, the job is mine. And it was going fine, until an old as sin vampire stole my mark, and with it, my pay day.

Knowing I’m poor and desperate, he has offered me a job. I’ll have to work by his side to help solve a top secret case.

Everyone knows not to trust vampires. Especially a hot elder vampire. But without any other jobs coming up, I’m stuck. As I uncover a web of lies and treachery,

revealing an enemy I didn’t know existed, the truth of my identity is threatened. I might make it out alive, only to end up in a gilded cage.

"Janet Ivanovich meets vampires. Quirky, funny and a darned good read!" ★★★★★

"A kickass heroine with a sense of humor and an extremely interesting back story - what more could one ask?"★★★★★

-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*

If you like Patricia Briggs, Faith Hunter, Laurell K. Hamilton, Shannon Mayer, Kim Harrison, Ilona Andrews, Dannika Dark, and Jennifer Estep you'll feel right at

home with this fun and exciting thrill ride.

The Princess Trials: A young adult dystopian romance

Author: Cordelia K Castel

Thirty young women. A handsome prince. A battle to the death

Water is scarce. Deserts have taken over the land. Nuclear war has devastated humanity. Humans live in walled super cities to keep out the irradiated. The land

that was formerly known as America is divided into kingdoms ruled by royal elites.

Born into the lowest Echelon of the Kingdom of Phangloria, sixteen-year-old Zea Calico faces a life of hunger, thirst, and toil. The only way out of this drudgery is

revolution, and Zea is desperate to help the cause.

When the palace calls for candidates to compete to marry Prince Kevon, Zea joins the Princess Trials to search the palace for weaknesses.

The trials should be a fairytale of sumptuous meals, ballgowns, and romance, but one misplaced word causes Zea to attract the Prince’s attention. When Zea

uncovers the man beneath Prince Kevon’s public facade, she is at risk of falling in love and losing sight of her mission.

But the televised beauty pageant turns deadly, and Zea must fight for survival.

Perfect for fans of The Hunger Games and The Selection, this exciting tale of courage, intrigue, and betrayal will have you turning pages.

The Awakening: The Dragon Heart Legacy, Book 1

Author: Nora Roberts

#1 New York Times bestselling author Nora Roberts begins a new trilogy of adventure, romance, and magick in The Awakening. 

 

In the realm of Talamh, a teenage warrior named Keegan emerges from a lake holding a sword—representing both power and the terrifying responsibility to 

protect the Fey. In another realm known as Philadelphia, a young woman has just discovered she possesses a treasure of her own… 

 

When Breen Kelly was a girl, her father would tell her stories of magical places. Now she’s an anxious twentysomething mired in student debt and working a job 

she hates. But one day she stumbles upon a shocking discovery: her mother has been hiding an investment account in her name. It has been funded by her 

long-lost father—and it’s worth nearly four million dollars.



 

This newfound fortune would be life-changing for anyone. But little does Breen know that when she uses some of the money to journey to Ireland, it will unlock

mysteries she couldn’t have imagined. Here, she will begin to understand why she kept seeing that silver-haired, elusive man, why she imagined his voice in her

head saying Come home, Breen Siobhan. It’s time you came home. Why she dreamed of dragons. And where her true destiny lies—through a portal in Galway

that takes her to a land of faeries and mermaids, to a man named Keegan, and to the courage in her own heart that will guide her through a powerful, dangerous

destiny…

Demon King (Claimed By Lucifer Book 1)

Author: Elizabeth Briggs

A TOP 50 AMAZON BESTSELLER!

I made a deal with the devil. Now he’s claimed me as his mate.

When my best friend goes missing in Las Vegas, there’s only one man I can turn to for help.

Lucas Ifer. Billionaire playboy. CEO of Abaddon Inc. King of Sin City. And…the devil himself?

Lucas—aka Lucifer—agrees to help me, but in exchange he wants one thing: me.

He’s dark, dangerous, and wickedly handsome. Oh, and evil incarnate. I should say no, but I can’t. I’m that desperate.

But when you make a deal with the devil, there's no escaping it. Now he owns my body for seven nights of sin. Even worse, he owns my soul for all eternity.

I’m Persephone being claimed by Hades, and I have no choice but to enter his underworld and become his dark queen.

Is there any light left in that black heart? Or will his darkness consume me?

Demon King is a sinfully sexy Hades and Persephone story with a Lucifer twist, perfect for fans of Laura Thalassa, Amelia Hutchins, Jennifer L. Armentrout, and

Sarah J. Maas. This is book 1 in the Claimed By Lucifer trilogy.

This Dark Wolf: Soul Bitten Shifter Book 1

Author: Everly Frost

I am a wolf shifter born with a human soul.

Packless. Mateless. Unable to bond.

Cast out of my pack, I live in a supernatural safehouse filled with broken women. Other women come and go, but I remain.

I'm waiting.

For him.

Tristan Masters—the ruthless alpha of the most vicious pack in the city.

He fought for my life when my pack wanted to kill me. He saved me. I should be able to trust him.

But I know better.

Tristan Masters wants my wolf; my killer soul. When he’s ready, he will use me to destroy his enemies.

Tristan thinks he owns me. He thinks there are no consequences because I can't bond to him.

He's going to discover that I am nobody’s to command.

This dark wolf will bite back.

This is a dark urban fantasy romance, the first in the Soul Bitten Shifter series. 17+ for sex scenes, mature themes, and language. Ends on a cliffhanger.

Heaven's River

Author: Dennis E. Taylor

Civil war looms in the Bobiverse in this brand-new, epic-length adventure by best seller Dennis E. Taylor.

More than a hundred years ago, Bender set out for the stars and was never heard from again. There has been no trace of him despite numerous searches by his

clone-mates. Now Bob is determined to organize an expedition to learn Bender’s fate—whatever the cost.



But nothing is ever simple in the Bobiverse. Bob’s descendants are out to the 24th generation now, and replicative drift has produced individuals who can barely

be considered Bobs anymore. Some of them oppose Bob’s plan; others have plans of their own. The out-of-control moots are the least of the Bobiverse’s

problems.

Undaunted, Bob and his allies follow Bender’s trail. But what they discover out in deep space is so unexpected and so complex that it could either save the

universe—or pose an existential threat the likes of which the Bobiverse has never faced.

Her Dragon Daddy: A Dragon Shifter Romance (Black Claw Dragons Book 1)

Author: Roxie Ray

Mav disappeared before I could ever tell him about the child I carried. I’ve had years to get over him, and I’ve tried. But the second I see him again my heart

lurches and it’s like all that time evaporates. I still burn for him, even though I know it’s a bad idea.

I try to remind myself about the bad things: his possessiveness, his quick temper...but he’s different now. More mature.

Protective. Settled. And hiding something.

Something bigger than the child we share.

Ficciones

Author: Jorge Luis Borges

■Borges’s composed, carefully wrought, gnarled style is at once the means of his art and its object■his way of ordering and giving meaning to the

bizarre and terrifying world he creates: it is a brilliant, burnished instrument, and it is quite adequate to the extreme demands his baroque imagination

makes of it . . . . Absolutely and most vividly original.”■Saturday Review

The seventeen pieces in Ficciones demonstrate the gargantuan powers of imagination, intelligence, and style of one of the greatest writers of this or any other

century. Borges sends us on a journey into a compelling, bizarre, and profoundly resonant realm; we enter the fearful sphere of Pascal’s abyss, the surreal and

literal labyrinth of books, and the iconography of eternal return. More playful and approachable than the fictions themselves are Borges’s Prologues, brief

elucidations that offer the uninitiated a passageway into the whirlwind of Borges’s genius and mirror the precision and potency of his intellect and inventiveness,

his piercing irony, his skepticism, and his obsession with fantasy. To enter the worlds in Ficciones is to enter the mind of Jorge Luis Borges, wherein lies Heaven,

Hell, and everything in between.

Maid For An Alien Prince: A SciFi Alien Romance (Intergalactic Exchange Program Book 1)

Author: Roxie Ray

I won’t be forced into alien servitude.

I’ve spent my life mucking out the houses of the rich and famous. I know what they’re really like.

They think they can take whatever they want.

I learned that the hard way.

Royalty? They have got to be worse.

I’m not interested in any of them, not even an alien prince.

I was supposed to be heading to another planet for a one-year housekeeping contract.

Instead he bought me out.

Does he think he can own me?

I don’t want him.

I won’t submit to him.

So why is he so … nice?

Niall is unlike any rich guy I’ve ever known, but I still can’t trust him.

Not even when he treats me well.

He calls me his fated mate!

But he’s an alien prince and I’m a housekeeper.

We don’t belong together.

So why do I want to kiss him more than I want my next breath?

Midlife Mojo: Paranormal Women's Fantasy (Not Too Late Book 3)



Author: Victoria Danann

#1 Women’s Fantasy Fiction

#1 Humorous Fantasy

#1 Fairy Tales

#1 Myth & Legend Fantasy

Rita Hayworth thinks she's finally settling in to her new life in Hallow Hill. But boy, are there some surprises in store for her.

"BEST BOOK OF THE YEAR!"! - Amazon Reviewer

from Rita Hayworth I have a daughter who knows nothing about my life in Hallow Hill and she's coming for college holiday break. Her visit will dovetail the Solstice

Court Meet. It will be close, but if all goes according to plan, I’ll be out of magistrate robes in time to meet the plane.

The problem here is that I have to include the qualifier if all goes according to plan, and I ask you. When has anything in my life ever gone according to plan?

"Epic laugh out loud romance." - Amazon Reviewer

"Summarily stunning." - Amazon Reviewer

It may be too late for super shiny hair, going without a bra, or sleeping eight hours without a potty break. But it seems that it's not too late for navigating magical

politics, expatriating, romance, and saving the world.

Fantasy for everyday heroines over forty.

The Dragon's Tattoo: A Dragon Shifter Romance (Bluewater Dragons Book 1)

Author: Roxie Ray

The clan won’t let me love a human.

I’m the alpha of my dragon shifter clan, but I am bound by duty.

It doesn’t matter that Skye’s my fated mate. My clan won't accept a human.

She was my best friend when we were young.

I’ve loved her since I was a teenager.

And I’ve done my best to keep my distance, for the good of the clan.

Enough is enough.

I want Skye as my mate.

They won’t accept her.

But I won’t accept anyone else.

A Court of Wings and Ruin (A Court of Thorns and Roses Book 3)

Author: Sarah J. Maas

The epic third novel in the #1 New York Times bestselling Court of Thorns and Roses series by Sarah J. Maas.

Feyre has returned to the Spring Court, determined to gather information on Tamlin's actions and learn what she can about the invading king threatening to bring

her land to its knees. But to do so she must play a deadly game of deceit. One slip could bring doom not only for Feyre, but for everything-and everyone-she

holds dear.

As war bears down upon them all, Feyre endeavors to take her place amongst the High Fae of the land, balancing her struggle to master her powers-both

magical and political-and her love for her court and family. Amidst these struggles, Feyre and Rhysand must decide whom to trust amongst the cunning and lethal

High Lords, and hunt for allies in unexpected places.

In this thrilling third book in the #1 New York Times bestselling series from Sarah J. Maas, the fate of Feyre's world is at stake as armies grapple for power over

the one thing that could destroy it.

Magic Forged (Hall of Blood and Mercy Book 1)

Author: K. M. Shea

I'm one scrappy wizard. 

As someone with barely a flicker of magic, I've spent my life being mocked and surviving fights with bullies. But when my parents die in an accident, and I find 

myself responsible for our whole wizard house and family, I know my usual tactics aren't going to cut it.



 

The situation veers from bad to catastrophic when my backstabbing cousin stages a coup and takes my family hostage. 

 

I barely manage to flee, but the only supernatural willing to help me is Killian Drake--the most feared vampire in the region, and a far more deadly villain than the

jerk threatening my family. 

 

Is Killian sexy and charismatic? Heck yeah. 

 

He's also so powerful that my flight or fight instincts kick in every time our eyes meet. And he's definitely using me as his personal magic detector in his feud

against the local fae. 

 

But Killian is also the first person to believe I might have more than just a scrap of magic. And if I can convince him to train me, I might get strong enough to free

my family and get my house back. 

 

I'm not sure what happens when a scrappy wizard is taught how to fight by a hall of deadly vampires, but I'm about to find out. 

 

Magic Forged is the first book in the Hall of Blood and Mercy trilogy, which takes place in the Magiford Supernatural City universe and features vampires, wizards,

fae, and werewolves! This trilogy is packed with humor, adventure, and a sweet, slow burn romance between a vertically challenged wizard and the most lethal

vampire in town.

Shifter In The Swamp (Academy of Necessary Magic Book 1)

Author: Martha Carr

Do you want to be a Bounty Hunter? Class is now in session at the Academy of Necessary Magic.

Amanda Coulier is a young shifter and ward of one of the greatest bounty hunters of all time.

But Johnny Walker is better with hound dogs than young girls. Especially the kind who can grow fur and fangs and rip out your throat in the middle of teenage

angst.

Where to send Amanda for an education that won’t leave anyone in tears… or dead?

Time to start a new school with two more legends. James Brownstone and Leira Berens.

Mix in Summer Flannerty, a young Witch who’s got a thing for breaking rules and just landed in Amanda’s room.

Trouble leads the girls to a relic hidden away for good reasons.

Can Amanda quell the angry spirit that’s on an angry rampage to destroy the campus?

This school is gonna be legendary. Enroll at your own risk…

Click BUY NOW or READ FOR FREE to join Amanda, Summer and their classmates in their first semester at the Academy of Necessary Magic!

Blood Heir (Kate Daniels World Book 1)

Author: Ilona Andrews

From award-winning author, Ilona Andrews, an all-new novel set in the New York Times #1 bestselling Kate Daniels World and featuring Julie 

Lennart-Olsen, Kate and Curran's ward. 

 

Atlanta was always a dangerous city. Now, as waves of magic and technology compete for supremacy, it’s a place caught in a slow apocalypse, where monsters 

spawn among the crumbling skyscrapers and supernatural factions struggle for power and survival. 

 

Eight years ago, Julie Lennart left Atlanta to find out who she was. Now she’s back with a new face, a new magic, and a new name—Aurelia Ryder—drawn by



the urgent need to protect the family she left behind. An ancient power is stalking her adopted mother, Kate Daniels, an enemy unlike any other, and a string of

horrifying murders is its opening gambit. 

 

If Aurelia’s true identity is discovered, those closest to her will die. So her plan is simple: get in, solve the murders, prevent the prophecy from being fulfilled, and

get out without being recognized. She expected danger, but she never anticipated that the only man she'd ever loved could threaten everything. 

 

One small misstep could lead to disaster. But for Aurelia, facing disaster is easy; it’s relationships that are hard. 

 

Rhapsodic (The Bargainer Book 1)

Author: Laura Thalassa

Callypso Lillis is a siren with a very big problem, one that stretches up her arm and far into her past. For the last seven years she’s been collecting a bracelet of

black beads up her wrist, magical IOUs for favors she’s received. Only death or repayment will fulfill the obligations. Only then will the beads disappear.

Everyone knows that if you need a favor, you go to the Bargainer to make it happen. He’s a man who can get you anything you want … at a price. And everyone

knows that sooner or later he always collects.

But for one of his clients, he’s never asked for repayment. Not until now. When Callie finds the fae king of the night in her room, a grin on his lips and a twinkle in

his eye, she knows things are about to change. At first it’s just a chaste kiss—a single bead’s worth—and a promise for more.

For the Bargainer, it’s more than just a matter of rekindling an old romance. Something is happening in the Otherworld. Fae warriors are going missing one by

one. Only the women are returned, each in a glass casket, a child clutched to their breast. And then there are the whispers among the slaves, whispers of an evil

that’s been awoken.

If the Bargainer has any hope to save his people, he’ll need the help of the siren he spurned long ago. Only, his foe has a taste for exotic creatures, and Callie

just happens to be one.

Dragon Marked (Supernatural Prison Book 1)

Author: Jaymin Eve

It's time for the dragon marked to rise...

Jessa Lebron doesn’t have a lot to complain about. Her father is the alpha of their wolf pack, she lives in Stratford, a protected supernatural prison town, and her

best friends, the Compass quads, are the strongest dudes of the four races: shifter, vampire, fey, and magic user.

Yep, life is pretty much exactly how she wants it. Until the fateful day, just after her twenty-second birthday, when the mother who abandoned her, returns to the

pack bearing secrets that change everything.

The biggest secret of all: Jessa is dragon marked, a designation that places her in grave danger.

For a thousand years, every supernatural child born with the mark was eliminated to prevent the rise of the dragon king, a fearsome ancient warmonger. In a bid

to learn more about her fate and how to avoid the hunters, Jessa finds herself locked in Vanguard, the notorious supernatural prison. Thankfully she’s not alone.

Braxton Compass, the most feared of the dragon shifters, is right there with her. Together they’ll have to survive long enough to free themselves and the other

dragon marked.

Before the king rises.

*Note from author: this story was previously published by Skyscape. There are no changes to this version.

Midnight Kisses (Shifter Island Book 1)

Author: Leia Stone

Nai expected the summons to Alpha Academy...but not this year. 

 

She’s trained her entire life to lead her pack, and the elite school is where she’ll receive the elemental magic that distinguishes her as an alpha heir. 

 

But the four sexy guards sent to escort Nai are not only early—they’re her sworn enemies. Then when she arrives at Alpha Academy, the Alpha King is not happy 

to see her. 



And if that isn’t enough... 

 

Mysterious magical marks pop up on her skin, outcast shifters keep attacking the school, and someone is trying to kill her. 

There is no way things could get worse. No way. 

 

Until she meets her fated mate at a masquerade party… 

He’s sexy as sin. 

An Alpha Heir. 

And completely and totally forbidden. 

 

If you love YA fantasy, wolf-shifters, and enemies-to-lovers romance, get ready for a pulse-pounding story that will keep you riveted until the very last word. 

 

*Author note: This book is not reverse harem (RH) 

Dragon Mage: An Epic Fantasy Adventure (Rivenworld Book 1)

Author: ML Spencer

Aram Raythe has the power to challenge the gods. He just doesn't know it yet.

Aram thinks he’s nothing but a misfit from a small fishing village in a dark corner of the world. As far as Aram knows, he has nothing, with hardly a possession to

his name other than a desire to make friends and be accepted by those around him, which is something he’s never known. But Aram is more.

Much, much more.

Unknown to him, Aram bears within him a gift so old and rare that many people would kill him for it, and there are others who would twist him to use for their own

sinister purposes. These magics are so potent that Aram earns a place at an academy for warrior mages training to earn for themselves the greatest place of

honor among the armies of men: dragon riders.

Aram will have to fight for respect by becoming not just a dragon rider, but a Champion, the caliber of mage that hasn’t existed in the world for hundreds of years.

And the land needs a Champion. Because when a dark god out of ancient myth arises to threaten the world of magic, it is Aram the world will turn to in its hour of

need.

Edited by Sarah Chorn

Savage Dominion: A LitRPG Adventure

Author: Luke Chmilenko

Maulkin didn't know dying would mean a new eternity of dungeon delving, monster slaying, and glory hunting. If he had, he wouldn't have been so worried about

kicking the bucket on a date gone even more wrong than usual.

Reborn in the wild world of Amaranth, Maulkin finds himself in a hulking demi-human body with a sword of a size to match. Marked as an Eternal, a fledging

immortal of boundless potential, Maulkin soon discovers he's been given a mission by the elder pantheon of this new realm:

Grow stronger. Ascend to godhood. Spread chaos in their name.

Oh and fend off that inbound apocalypse, if he can find the time.

Who wants an easy afterlife anyway?

The Power of Hades: A Fated Mates Fantasy Romance (The Hades Trials Book 1)

Author: Eliza Raine

I've been kidnapped by Zeus. Plucked from the streets of Manhattan and frightened half to death by a freaking Olympian god.

And now I'm trapped in the Underworld, being forced to compete in a series of deadly trials for the position of Queen of the Underworld. Which would mean

marrying Hades, the utterly terrifying Lord of the Dead. Who the hell wants a husband at all, let alone one made of smoke and riddled with death?

 

I have to get back home, to New York and my brother. But I can't leave without completing the trials and they've been designed for a godly Queen, 

not Persephone - barista and botanical garden enthusiast. 

I'm surrounded by lethal, all-powerful maniacs. Sexy-as-hell maniacs, sure, but as dangerous as they come. And I'm going to have to prove to all of them that 

there's a goddess of hell inside me. It's the only way I'll survive the Hades Trials. But then what? And why, why, why am I so desperate to see under Hades



smoky exterior and find out what he's hiding from me?

If I win the trials, I have to marry the devil himself. But losing might mean losing my life.

The Power of Hades is book 1 in the Hades Trials, which is intended for adults and is packed with magic, mythology and slow-burn soulmate romance! *Contains

swearing and mature themes.*

The White Wolf of Wishing Moon Bay (The Bond of Brothers Book 1)

Author: Harmony Raines

A second chance shifter romance

He has a reputation for being a grumpy wolf. But when his mate arrives in town with her adorable son, he’ll do whatever it takes to make her stay.

After a devastating tragedy left him orphaned, white wolf shifter, Logan, was adopted by Valerie and raised in Wishing Moon Bay, a town like no other.

Most of the inhabitants have supernatural powers. Shifters live alongside witches and vampires, usually without any trouble. But when Logan’s mate ends up in

town—not an easy feat for a non-magical person—trouble soon follows.

With the help of his adopted brothers, Logan promises to keep them safe. Whatever the cost.

Newly dumped and divorced, Penny is traveling to her sister’s house when her car breaks down in the middle of nowhere. Only it’s not the middle of nowhere. A

road sign to a town she’s never heard of, and is not on any map, looms out of the darkness. As her car makes sounds no car should ever make, she has no

choice. Penny makes a life-changing decision and drives toward Wishing Moon Bay.

Soon, Penny is caught up in otherworldly danger.

Her shock at learning the supernatural is just plain natural in Wishing Moon Bay soon disappears as she falls for Logan, the man who says he’s her mate.

But even the grumpy white wolf shifter might not be able to save Penny from the danger that stalks her.

And then there’s the weird feeling that she’s visited Wishing Moon Bay before…

Dune

Author: Frank Herbert

SOON TO BE A MAJOR MOTION PICTURE directed by Denis Villeneuve, starring Timothée Chalamet, Josh Brolin, Jason Momoa, Zendaya, Rebecca

Ferguson, Oscar Isaac, Javier Bardem, Dave Bautista, Stellan Skarsgård, and Charlotte Rampling.

Frank Herbert’s classic masterpiece—a triumph of the imagination and one of the bestselling science fiction novels of all time.

Set on the desert planet Arrakis, Dune is the story of the boy Paul Atreides, heir to a noble family tasked with ruling an inhospitable world where the only thing of

value is the “spice” melange, a drug capable of extending life and enhancing consciousness. Coveted across the known universe, melange is a prize worth killing

for....

When House Atreides is betrayed, the destruction of Paul’s family will set the boy on a journey toward a destiny greater than he could ever have imagined. And

as he evolves into the mysterious man known as Muad’Dib, he will bring to fruition humankind’s most ancient and unattainable dream. 

A stunning blend of adventure and mysticism, environmentalism and politics, Dune won the first Nebula Award, shared the Hugo Award, and formed the basis of

what is undoubtedly the grandest epic in science fiction.

Ninth House (Alex Stern Book 1)

Author: Leigh Bardugo

A LOCUS AWARD FINALIST! 

 

The mesmerizing adult debut from Leigh Bardugo, a tale of power, privilege, dark magic, and murder set among the Ivy League elite 

 

Galaxy “Alex” Stern is the most unlikely member of Yale’s freshman class. Raised in the Los Angeles hinterlands by a hippie mom, Alex dropped out of school 

early and into a world of shady drug-dealer boyfriends, dead-end jobs, and much, much worse. In fact, by age twenty, she is the sole survivor of a horrific, 

unsolved multiple homicide. Some might say she’s thrown her life away. But at her hospital bed, Alex is offered a second chance: to attend one of the world’s 

most prestigious universities on a full ride. What’s the catch, and why her? 

 

Still searching for answers, Alex arrives in New Haven tasked by her mysterious benefactors with monitoring the activities of Yale’s secret societies. Their eight 

windowless “tombs” are the well-known haunts of the rich and powerful, from high-ranking politicos to Wall Street’s biggest players. But their occult activities are 

more sinister and more extraordinary than any paranoid imagination might conceive. They tamper with forbidden magic. They raise the dead. And, sometimes,



they prey on the living.

Wolves' Queen (The Royal Heir Book 1)

Author: Jen L. Grey

I had only one motto and it was to stay hidden and survive.

My future was set until a perfectly orchestrated accident killed my parents. Their close guards managed to pull me from the debris and allowed me to escape.

Fast forward twelve years and I'm finally heading to college as a human. When I think back on my past life, my heart broke all over again. Even though the throne

was mine, it was the last thing I ever wanted. I was fine on my own until he changed everything.

If you can't get enough of books by K.F. Breene, Kelly St. Claire, Annette Marie, Shannon Mayer, Leia Stone, Jaymin Eve, and Laura Thalassa, then you'll be

sucked into this royal paranormal romance.

Scroll up and one click WOLVES' QUEEN today. 

Luna Rising: Book 1 of the Luna Rising Series (A Paranormal Shifter Romance Series)

Author: Sara Snow

Xavier Blackwood is the man every girl at my college dreams about at night, myself included, but I'd never let anyone know that.

Standing at 6'8 with steel grey eyes, he's a walking dream, but he's also a world-renowned jerk.

Who would have thought that one night, after dragging myself home after doing double shifts at the diner, I'd be jumped by three men...only to have Xavier come

to my rescue.

Oh yes, Xavier bloody Blackwood saved my life...but the thing I saw, the CREATURE that ripped those men to shreds wasn't the Xavier everyone knows.

He wasn't human...

He was a wolf, a demon, a creature from myths, and it was the most amazing thing I've ever seen until he attacked me too and knocked me out.

Humans that learn about the existence of werewolves have to die.

...There are NO exceptions.

The Werewolf Xavier saved me, but now I am condemned to death

To make things worse, both Xavier and Axel claim I am their mate

...this can't be good.

USS Hamilton: Broadsides

Author: Mark Wayne McGinnis

Hold tight . . . things are about to get bumpy 



Sitting in his oppressively small 10 x 10 cell at the Norfolk Naval Station’s Brig, Captain Galvin Quintos awaits his impending court-martial. That’s when he has a

most unexpected contact by Fleet Commander Admiral Block. He’s proposing an off-book, secret operation—one coming at the request of the Pleidian Weonan

Empress Shawlee Tee. For Quintos, telling Shawlee “no” was never an option. Unfortunately, according to the admiral, this very well could be a mission of no

return. The war with the Grish has turned desperate and the Alliance is tallying far more losses than wins. To complicate matters, all other US Space-Navy

warship assets have been deployed to various hot spots within the quadrant. As for the mission, Fleet Commander Twinwon and his crew are on the run from a

fleet of eighteen Grish Warships somewhere out within the farthest reaches of frontier space. The Empress knows she has no right to ask, but she has no one

else to turn to—she needs Quintos and the USS Hamilton’s crew— and she needs them now. Sure, this rescue may be coming too late—but no one ever said

being a hero was easy. 

 

First problem—how the hell will Quintos escape from a Norfolk high-security detention facility… 

 

Reviews: 

 

USS Hamilton Sequel 

Broadsides is an outstanding sequel to the USS Hamilton series. Hardcore military science fiction from Mark Wayne McGinnis. I'm a big fan. Carson Wheeler 

 

Just as Good as Scrapyard Ship 

I've been a fan of Mark's since he wrote Scrapyard Ship. It was one of the best space opera books I've ever read. USS Hamilton Broadsides, and the USS

Hamilton series is just as good. I love a great military scifi story, and McGinnis delivers every time. 

Terrence B. 

 

Great Military Science Fiction 

Mark Wayne McGinnis has done it again. Space opera and military scifi come together in the USS Hamilton (3rd book in the series). Broadsides is fun, exciting,

and just a purely entertaining book. As long as Mark keeps writing, I will continue to devour his books. Phillip Raskin 

 

This makes scifi fun again! 

Very enjoyable read. TIRED of reading books where the main character is always conflicted and overwhelmed. This was refreshing, enjoyable, fun, surprising,

and a darn good read. Thanks Mark! Greg 

 

Great Book! 

Book 2 of the USS Hamilton series is even better than the first. Plenty of well-written action and character development. Great plot and resolution. I can't wait for

the next book in the series. It is a fast read it is so entertaining. David A. Kickbusch 

 

Better than Star Watch 

I love Mark Wayne McGinnis. Always fun and entertaining. I've read his books from the beginning: Scrapyard Ship, Star Watch, Ship Wrecked, and the rest. The

USS Hamilton Boadsides a great blend of military scifi and space opera, and I whole-heartedly recommend the USS Hamilton series who wants to kick back and

get lost in a good story. Well done. 

Kevin Newbury 

 

Mark Wayne McGinnis 

I love good science fiction and I've read many authors including BV Larson and Craig Alanson. Mark is the best. If you don't believe me, pick up Scrapyard Ship

or Star Watch or Ship Wrecked and read them. The USS Hamilton is just as good, if not better than his earlier works. 

KPM 

 

Well-Written Space Opera 

This is an enjoyable romp. The never say die crew on a sure be one-way mission grabbed me and never let go. I read it in one sitting. This was fun; not as much

fun as sex with a black-haired woman or a wild child redhead in her early twenties. But easily besting spending a night with a massively self-involved blond. Buy it

and enjoy the ride. Edward R. Hanson Jr. 

 

Wow! What a Book!! 

I can believe how exciting this book was! I’m taken aback at how clever this book was written. Great adventure, wonderful characters, thrilling action. First-rate

sci-fi. I’m ready for the next one! Warren W. Ward 

 

 

 

 

 

The Vine Witch

Author: Luanne G. Smith

A Washington Post and Amazon Charts bestseller.

“Cleverly crafted…The Vine Witch is a grown-up fairy tale with a twisty-turn-y story line of magic, love, and betrayal that holds your attention…Pure

escapism.” —Forbes



A young witch emerges from a curse to find her world upended in this gripping fantasy set in turn-of-the-century France.

For centuries, the vineyards at Château Renard have depended on the talent of their vine witches, whose spells help create the world-renowned wine of the

Chanceaux Valley. Then the skill of divining harvests fell into ruin when sorcière Elena Boureanu was blindsided by a curse. Now, after breaking the spell that

confined her to the shallows of a marshland and weakened her magic, Elena is struggling to return to her former life. And the vineyard she was destined to inherit

is now in the possession of a handsome stranger.

Vigneron Jean-Paul Martel naively favors science over superstition, and he certainly doesn’t endorse the locals’ belief in witches. But Elena knows a hex when

she sees one, and the vineyard is covered in them. To stay on and help the vines recover, she’ll have to hide her true identity, along with her plans for revenge

against whoever stole seven winters of her life. And she won’t rest until she can defy the evil powers that are still a threat to herself, Jean-Paul, and the ancient

vine-witch legacy in the rolling hills of the Chanceaux Valley.

Midnight Lies (Shifter Island Book 2)

Author: Raye Wagner

Nai thought nothing could be worse than Alpha Academy’s midyear games…

The first few months of school weren’t exactly easy: fated-mate from the rival clan, selkie attacks, and that minor, aka huge, plot to kill her.

But things seem to be going from bad to worse.

After watching a loved one’s horrific death at the hands of the alpha king, Nai decides another visit to Dark Row is in order. After all, a witch there knows the

Keeper of Souls, and Nai wants her friend back.

But the trip to the Realm of the Dead doesn’t go quite as planned. Nai discovers a family member has been keeping secrets—BIG secrets. Scratch that. Make

that TWO family members—and LOTS of secrets.

When Nai's negotiation skills land her and Rage in a contract that is near impossible to meet, the consequences of success and failure are equally dire.

Ah, hello, trouble!

She's determined to bring her friend back from the dead and still keep her mate, or die trying.

One thing’s for certain, nothing on Shifter Island will ever be the same.

The Alien King's Pet: An Alien Abduction Romance (Royal Aliens)

Author: Loki Renard

She's a fast food worker from New York.

He's an alien king looking for a new pet.

It's a match made in... oh no.

At first, being abducted on her way to work seems like a lucky break to Katie.

Swept off her feet, and then off the planet by a muscular winged king who wants to pamper, protect, and procreate with her, she's the luckiest girl in the universe.

But the king's love comes with, well, not strings. More like chains. And collars. And leashes.

And expectations of obedience, and submission.

And...

Well.

Anyway.

Beats working for tips, right?

Step into the world of Alien Kings! These dominant, possessive, powerful aliens claim their human mates as is their royal right.

Spanning many galaxies and species, each Alien King has a distinct set of desires which can only be sated by his fated human mate, a woman who will be

captured, claimed, and thoroughly broken to his will if necessary.

Royal aliens is a series of alpha aliens, feisty heroines, smexy scenes, and standalone stories.

The Crafter's Dominion: A Dungeon Core Novel (Dungeon Crafting Book 5)

Author: Jonathan Brooks



Faced with overwhelming odds, this crafty Dungeon Core must use all of her knowledge to establish her dominion, not only over the nearby

dungeons, but over her own sense of self.

The death of one of her Orcish mercenaries has sent Sandra into a spiral of rage and revenge, focusing on the four Dungeon Cores that attacked her. Unable to

prevent herself from invading the rival dungeons with the misguided intent of destroying their Cores, the consequences of which would be devastating, the

craft-loving former merchant struggles to regain control of her actions caused by the remnants of a Core shard invading her own mind.

Her friends, meanwhile, have their own problems. Violet, Felbar, Echo, and Gerold were sent back to their respective homelands to warn their leadership about

the upcoming threat of enhanced Dungeon Cores, as well as obtaining help to contain them, but each representative has met with some hiccups along the way.

Extricating themselves from their unexpected captivity becomes a priority, if only so that they can get back to the wasteland and Sandra’s dungeon. Unfortunately,

events and threats back home require their attention before they can return.

Will her friends be able to break free from their chains of imprisonment in time to prevent the crafty Dungeon Core from making an irreversible mistake? Can

Sandra overcome the incessant thoughts of retribution and regain control of her mind and actions?

Find out now in The Crafter’s Dominion!

This Dungeon Core story contains LitRPG/GameLit elements such as statistics and leveling and a heavy crafting emphasis. No profanity and no harems.

Bunny: A Novel

Author: Mona Awad

"Jon Swift + Witches of Eastwick + Kelly 'Get In Trouble' Link + Mean Girls + Creative Writing Degree Hell! No punches pulled, no hilarities dodged, no

meme unmangled! O Bunny you are sooo genius!" —Margaret Atwood, via Twitter

"A wild, audacious and ultimately unforgettable novel." —Michael Schaub, Los Angeles Times 

"Awad is a stone-cold genius." —Ann Bauer, The Washington Post

The Vegetarian meets Heathers in this darkly funny, seductively strange novel from the acclaimed author of 13 Ways of Looking at a Fat Girl

"We were just these innocent girls in the night trying to make something beautiful. We nearly died. We very nearly did, didn't we?"

Samantha Heather Mackey couldn't be more of an outsider in her small, highly selective MFA program at New England's Warren University. A scholarship

student who prefers the company of her dark imagination to that of most people, she is utterly repelled by the rest of her fiction writing cohort--a clique of

unbearably twee rich girls who call each other "Bunny," and seem to move and speak as one.

But everything changes when Samantha receives an invitation to the Bunnies' fabled "Smut Salon," and finds herself inexplicably drawn to their front

door--ditching her only friend, Ava, in the process. As Samantha plunges deeper and deeper into the Bunnies' sinister yet saccharine world, beginning to take part

in the ritualistic off-campus "Workshop" where they conjure their monstrous creations, the edges of reality begin to blur. Soon, her friendships with Ava and the

Bunnies will be brought into deadly collision. 

The spellbinding new novel from one of our most fearless chroniclers of the female experience, Bunny is a down-the-rabbit-hole tale of loneliness and belonging,

friendship and desire, and the fantastic and terrible power of the imagination.

Named a Best Book of 2019 by TIME, Vogue, Electric Literature, and The New York Public Library

The Solar War (The Long Winter Trilogy Book 2)

Author: A.G. Riddle

* Now a Wall Street Journal bestseller! * 

 

We thought the war was over. 

We were wrong. 

 

They decimated Earth during the Long Winter. Now the grid has returned, and they won’t stop until the human race is extinct. 

 

On a ruined world, humanity’s last survivors fight against impossible odds. In their darkest hour, they discover a new hope for survival. But it comes at an 

unthinkable price, with consequences that will change everything. 

 

“This is apocalyptic sci-fi at its best.” 

—Daily Mail 



 

Note: The Solar War is the second book in The Long Winter trilogy (which began with Winter World). 

 

Filled with real science and shocking twists readers have come to love in the series, The Solar War will keep you up late into the night turning the pages—and

leave you pondering the revelations long after it’s over. 

 

 

Selected Praise For A.G. Riddle 

 

“...reads like a superior collaboration between Dan Brown and Michael Crichton.” 

—The Guardian on Pandemic 

 

“I finished the book fast because I just couldn’t wait...” 

—WIRED GeekDad on Departure 

 

“Riddle... keep(s) the focus on his characters... rather than the technological marvels” 

—Publisher’s Weekly on Departure 

 

“Well-constructed and tightly-wound as a fine Swiss watch—DEPARTURE has non-stop action, an engaging plot and, of course, wheels within wheels.” 

—Diana Gabaldon, #1 New York Times bestselling author of Outlander 

 

 

An Extended Look at The Solar War 

 

After the Long Winter, Emma Matthews and James Sinclair hoped life would get back to normal. They’ve settled down in Camp Seven and welcomed their first

child, a daughter. And they have waited and watched the sky for any signs of the grid’s return. 

 

When NASA discovers that several asteroids have broken from the Kuiper Belt and are headed for Earth, James instantly realizes the truth: the grid is back. And

this battle will be one to the very end. 

 

As he and his team prepare for humanity’s last stand in space and on the ground, Emma makes a discovery closer to home, one that will change life for her and

James once again. 

 

With war raging around them, Emma and James fight to keep their family alive. In the cold darkness, humanity splinters. New alliances emerge. At every turn,

Emma and James face new dangers—and question whom to trust. 

 

Just when it seems that all hope is lost, James uncovers what may be the key to humanity’s survival. But it comes with enormous risks. To implement his plan, he

and Emma will have to survive the grid and another, even more deadly enemy. One thing is certain: their gambit will change the future of the human race forever. 

 

 

About the Author 

 

A.G. Riddle’s debut novel, The Atlantis Gene, became a global phenomenon, topping best seller charts in the US and abroad. Every year, Amazon compiles a list

of the top 100 bestselling Kindle eBooks of the year (by total sales volume). The Atlantis Gene has made Amazon’s annual Kindle bestseller list an

unprecedented five years in a row—every year since the book’s release (2013, 2014, 2015, 2016, and 2017). Since then, Riddle has released eight more novels,

selling millions of copies in two dozen languages. His books feature a unique mix of science, history, and suspense that has delighted fans of Michael Crichton,

Dan Brown, Clive Cussler, and James Rollins and continues to sell year after year. He lives in Raleigh, North Carolina. 

 

NOTE: this novel is available in a variety of formats: as an eBook on Kindle Fire and Kindle eReader, as an Audible audiobook, and in print (paperback and

hardcover). It is also enrolled in Kindle Unlimited where subscribers can read for free.

Gild (The Plated Prisoner Series Book 1)

Author: Raven Kennedy

By bestselling author Raven Kennedy, comes the first book in a stunning new fantasy series, perfect for fans of Sarah J Maas and Jennifer L 

Armentrout. 

 

The fae abandoned this world to us. And the ones with power rule. 

 

Gold. 

 

Gold floors, gold walls, gold furniture, gold clothes. In Highbell, in the castle built into the frozen mountains, everything is made of gold. 

 

Even me. 

 

King Midas rescued me. Dug me out of the slums and placed me on a pedestal. I’m called his precious. His favored. I’m the woman he Gold-Touched to show 

everyone that I belong to him. To show how powerful he is. He gave me protection, and I gave him my heart. And even though I don’t leave the confines of the



palace, I’m safe. 

 

Until war comes to the kingdom and a deal is struck. 

 

Suddenly, my trust is broken. My love is challenged. And I realize that everything I thought I knew about Midas might be wrong. 

 

Because these bars I’m kept in, no matter how gilded, are still just a cage. But the monsters on the other side might make me wish I’d never left. 

 

The myth of King Midas reimagined. This compelling adult fantasy series is as addictive as it is unexpected. With romance, intrigue, and danger, the

gilded world of Orea will grip you from the very first page. 

 

Please Note: This book contains explicit content and darker elements, including mature language, violence, and non-consensual sex. It is not intended for anyone

under 18 years of age. This is book one in a series.

Midlife Ghost Hunter: A Paranormal Women's Fiction (The Forty Proof Series Book 4)

Author: Shannon Mayer

If you thought being over forty meant the end of adventures, then you're in for a shock as Bree, and her ragtag bunch take you on a side-splitting

rollercoaster ride!

Stuck with Alan's ghost following her around, Bree is in hot water now with no easy way out as she's been framed for his murder and plunked in the local pokey.

If that weren't bad enough, Gran's ghost has been kidnapped, and all clues point to the Big Easy—New Orleans.

With the police on her never-mind-the-size butt, two men vying for her attentions, and a mystery wrapped around the murder of her Gran and ex, she has more

than enough to keep her stressed and turning prematurely gray.

So when a local coven stirs things up in NOLA, and a new nemesis appears on the scene, Bree is ready to meet them head-on.

As soon as she's popped a few Advil.
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